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Abstract
Representing the available information about rehabilitation robots in a
structured form, like ontologies, facilitates access to various kinds of infor-
mation about the existing robots, and thus it is important both from the
point of view of rehabilitation robotics and from the point of view of physi-
cal medicine. Rehabilitation robotics researchers can learn various properties
of the existing robots and access to the related publications to further im-
prove the state-of-the-art. Physical medicine experts can find information
about rehabilitation robots and related publications (possibly including re-
sults of clinical studies) to better identify the right robot for a particular
therapy or patient population. Therefore, considering also the advantages of
ontologies and ontological reasoning, such as interoperability of various het-
erogenous knowledge resources (e.g., patient databases or disease ontologies),
such an ontology provides the underlying mechanisms for translational phys-
ical medicine, from bench-to-bed and back, and personalized rehabilitation
robotics.
In this thesis, we introduce the first formal rehabilitation robotics on-
tology, called RehabRobo-Onto, to represent information about reha-
bilitation robots and their properties. We have designed and developed
RehabRobo-Onto in OWL, collaborating with experts in robotics and
in physical medicine. We have also built a software (called RehabRobo-
Query) with an easy-to-use intelligent user-interface that allows robot de-
signers to add/modify information about their rehabilitation robots to/from
RehabRobo-Onto. With RehabRobo-Query, the experts do not need
to know about the logic-based ontology languages, or have experience with
the existing Semantic Web technologies or logic-based ontological reason-
ers. RehabRobo-Query is made available on the cloud, utilizing Amazon
Web services, so that rehabilitation robot designers around the world can
iv
add/modify information about their robots in RehabRobo-Onto, and re-
habilitation robot designers and physical medicine experts around the world
can access the knowledge in RehabRobo-Onto by means of questions
about robots, in natural language, with the guide of the intelligent user-
interface of RehabRobo-Query.
The ontology system consisting ofRehabRobo-Onto andRehabRobo-
Query is of great value to robot designers as well as physical therapists and
medical doctors. On the one hand, robot designers can access various proper-
ties of the existing robots and to the related publications to further improve
the state-of-the-art. On the other hand, physical therapists and medical doc-
tors can utilize the ontology to compare rehabilitation robots and to identify
the ones that serve best to cover their needs, or to evaluate the effects of var-
ious devices for targeted joint exercises on patients with specific disorders.
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Özet
Rehabilitasyon robotları ile ilgili bilgilerin yapısal olarak; örneğin ontoloji-
ler ile gösterimi, mevcut robotlar hakkında bilgilere erişime olanak vermekte,
hem rehabilitasyon robotları hem de fizik tedavi açısından önem arz etmek-
tedir. Rehabilitasyon robot bilimi araştırmacıları mevcut robotların çeşitli
özelliklerini öğrenebilir ve ilgili yayınlara erişerek mevcut teknikleri gelişti-
rebilir. Fizik tedavi uzmanları ise rehabilitasyon robotlarıyla ilgili bilgilere
ve klinik çalışmaların sonuçlarını da içerebilen yayınlara erişebilir, bu sayede
belirli bir terapi veya hasta popülasyonu için uygun robotu belirleyebilir.
Bundan dolayı, ontolojilerin ve ontolojik akıl yürütmenin çeşitli heterojen
bilgi kaynakları (hasta veri tabanları veya hastalık ontolojileri) için birlikte
işlerlik gibi avantajları da ele alındığında, böyle bir ontoloji, dönüşümsel fi-
zik tedavi ve kişiselleştirilmiş rehabilitasyon robot bilimi için temel yöntemler
sağlamaktadır.
Bu tezde, rehabilitasyon robotları ve robotların özellikleri hakkında bil-
gileri gösterebilmek amacıyla yaratılan ilk biçimsel rehabilitasyon robotları
ontolojisi (RehabRobo-Onto) sunulmaktadır. RehabRobo-Onto, robo-
tik ve fizik tedavi uzmanları ile işbirliği içerisinde, OWL ontoloji dili ile ta-
sarlanmış ve geliştirilmiştir. Aynı zamanda, RehabRobo-Query adında,
kullanımı kolay, akıllı bir kullanıcı arayüzüne sahip bir yazılım geliştirilmiş-
tir. RehabRobo-Query, robot tasarımcılarının RehabRobo-Onto’ya re-
habilitasyon robotları hakkında bilgi ekleyebilmelerine ve bu bilgileri gün-
celleyebilmelerine olanak vermektedir. RehabRobo-Query ile, uzmanların
mantık tabanlı ontoloji dillerini bilmelerine, anlamsal ağ teknolojileri ya da
mantık tabanlı ontolojik akıl yürütücüleri ile ilgili deneyim sahibi olmalarına
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gerek kalmamaktadır. RehabRobo-Query, Amazon Web hizmetleri kul-
lanılarak internet üzerinden erişilebilir hale getirilmiştir. Böylece, dünya ça-
pındaki rehabilitasyon robotu tasarımcıları RehabRobo-Onto’ya robotları
hakkında bilgi ekleyebilir ve bu bilgileri güncelleyebilirler, ve dünya çapındaki
rehabilitasyon robotu tasarımcıları ve fizik tedavi uzmanları RehabRobo-
Onto içerisindeki bilgiye robotlar hakkında doğal dilde sorular aracılığıyla,
RehabRobo-Query’nin rehberliği ile erişebilirler.
RehabRobo-Onto veRehabRobo-Query’den oluşan ontoloji sistemi,
robot tasarımcıları için olduğu kadar fizyoterapistler ve tıp doktorları için de
büyük öneme sahiptir. Bir taraftan, robot tasarımcıları mevcut robotların çe-
şitli özelliklerine ve ilgili yayınlara erişebilir, mevcut teknikleri geliştirebilir-
ler. Diğer taraftan, fizyoterapistler ve tıp doktorları rehabilitasyon robotlarını
mukayese etmek ve ihtiyaçları için en uygun olan robotları saptamak, veya
belirli hastalıklara sahip hastalar üzerindeki hedeflenmiş eklem egzersizlerini
gerçekleştiren çeşitli cihazların etkilerini değerlendirmek için bu ontolojiyi
kullanabilirler.
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
As the number of rehabilitation robots increase, the information about them
also increases, but most of the time in unstructured forms (e.g., as text in
publications), which make it harder to access the requested knowledge (e.g.,
the flexion/extension range of motion (RoM) of AssistOn-SE [76]) and
thus automatically reason about it (e.g., finding the rehabilitation robots
that target shoulder movements and also have at least 210◦ RoM for the
flexion/extension movements of the shoulder).
Also, due to interdisciplinary nature of rehabilitation robotics, sometimes
requested knowledge requires integration of further knowledge from related
disciplines (e.g., physical medicine). Consider, for instance, finding rehabil-
itation robots that can be used to treat a patient with rotator cuff lesions.
For that, we need to know that rotator cuffs are muscle units for moving
the shoulder, and that, for patients with rotator cuff lesions, abduction and
flexion movements of the shoulder should not have more than 90◦ RoM. Then
we can look for relevant rehabilitation robots.
On the other hand, there are efforts, e.g., by European Network on
Robotics for Neurorehabilitation1, for standardizing terminology as well as
assessment measures for rehabilitation robots. Given the growing number of
1http://www.rehabilitationrobotics.eu/
different approaches introduced by various research groups and the variabil-
ity of results available, the development of such a standardization would be
a critical step forward in the field, helping robotic rehabilitation technology
become widely understood and accepted as a useful tool.
Motivated by these challenges and efforts, we have designed and developed
the first formal rehabilitation robotics ontology, called RehabRobo-Onto.
RehabRobo-Onto represents knowledge about rehabilitation robotics in a
structured form, and allows automated reasoning about this knowledge. It is
open-source and available on the cloud via Amazon Web Services (in partic-
ular, Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud)2 so that every rehabilitation robotics
researcher can easily add information about his/her robot to it, and every
rehabilitation robotics researcher and every physical medicine expert can
access information about all available rehabilitation robots. RehabRobo-
Onto has been designed in a way that enables integration with other medical
ontologies, such as ontologies that capture rehabilitation protocols, patient
data and disorder details. Considering the standards of World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C), RehabRobo-Onto is represented in OWL (Web On-
tology Language) [4, 34].
To facilitate such modifications and uses of RehabRobo-Onto, we have
also developed a Web-based software (called RehabRobo-Query)3 with an
intelligent user-interface. In this way, experts do not need to know the un-
derlying logic-based representation languages of ontologies, like OWL, or Se-
mantic Web technologies, for information entry, retrieval and modification.
RehabRobo-Query also utilizes Amazon Web Services for cloud comput-
ing.
2http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
3http://hmi.sabanciuniv.edu/?page_id=781
2
SinceRehabRobo-Onto is publicly available, both rehabilitation robotics
experts and physical medicine experts can ask queries over it. To query over
ontologies, queries should be represented using formal query languages, such
as SPARQL. However, the experts, who can benefit from this ontology by
means of asking queries, may lack the knowledge of such formal query lan-
guages. Thus, we need to enable users to represent queries in a simpler
language. For that, we have developed a controlled natural language for
rehabilitation robots, called RehabRobo-CNL. In addition, we have de-
veloped an intelligent user interface (in RehabRobo-Query) that allows
experts to enter natural language queries about the existing robots and get
the answers in an understandable form, without having to know about the
logical formalism of the ontology or the formalism to represent queries. Fur-
thermore, the experts do not have to know about the use of the technologies
for computing answers to their questions about rehabilitation robots. By
means of such queries over RehabRobo-Onto, right rehabilitation robots
for a particular patient or a physical therapy can be found or designed; this
further paves the way for translational physical medicine (from bench-to-bed
and back) and personalized physical medicine.
The ontology system consisting ofRehabRobo-Onto andRehabRobo-
Query is of great value to robot designers as well as physical therapists and
medical doctors. On the one hand, robot designers can benefit from the
system, for instance, to identify robotic devices targeting similar therapeu-
tic exercises or to determine systems using a particular kind of actuation-
transmission pair to achieve a range of motion that exceeds some threshold.
Availability of such information may help inspire new designs or may lead to
a better decision making process. The ontology can also be utilized to group
3
similar robots by quantifiable characteristics and to establish benchmarks for
system comparisons. Overall, an ontology designed to specifically meet the
expectations of the overall rehabilitation robotics effort has the potential to
become an indispensable tool that helps in the development, testing, and
certification of rehabilitation robots. On the other hand, physical therapists
and medical doctors can utilize the ontology to compare rehabilitation robots
and to identify the ones that serve best to cover their needs, or to evaluate
the effects of various devices for targeted joint exercises on patients with
specific disorders.
It is important to emphasize that the ontology RehabRobo-Onto and
the tool RehabRobo-Query introduced in this thesis have been developed
to initiate efforts in utilizing ontological technologies for the field of rehabil-
itation robotics. Therefore, by making RehabRobo-Onto available open-
source via RehabRobo-Query, it is our intention to continually update
and enhance capabilities of these tools according to the feedback provided
by the community.
1.1 Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce
some preliminaries for this thesis. We briefly introduce ontologies, RDF(S)
and Description Logic (DL). Next, we present the first formal rehabilitation
robotics ontology, RehabRobo-Onto in Chapter 3. Then, in Chapter 4,
we describe the software system RehabRobo-Query. After discussing the
interoperability of RehabRobo-Onto in Chapter 5, we provide in Chapter
6 the related work. We conclude the thesis in Chapter 7 with a summary of
our contributions and a discussion of possible future work.
4
Chapter 2
2 Preliminaries
In this chapter, we introduce some preliminaries for this thesis. We first give
an overview on ontologies. Then, we briefly introduce Resource Description
Framework (RDF) and RDF Schema (RDFS), with examples. After that we
give a short overview on SPARQL, a query language for RDFS knowledge
bases. Next, we describe Description Logics by providing a basic knowledge of
a simple Description Logic, and covering some reasoning tasks and reasoners.
Finally, we briefly introduce the semantic web technologies that we utilize in
this thesis.
2.1 Ontologies
Ontologies (like databases) are formal frameworks for representing knowledge
in a structured form, to aid access to relevant parts of the knowledge and au-
tomate reasoning over it. An ontology can be viewed as a graph where nodes
denote concepts (e.g., rehabilitation robots, joint movements) and the edges
between the nodes denote relations between the corresponding concepts. For
instance, as shown in Figure 2.1, an edge from a node that denotes “Upper
Extremity Rehabilitation Robots” to a node that denotes “Rehabilitation
Robots” may characterize the “is-a” hierarchy relation; whereas an edge from
5
a node that denotes “Rehabilitation Robots” to a node that denotes “Joint
Movements” may characterize “targets” relation.
Joint MovementsRehabilitation Robots
targets
Upper Extremity
Rehabilitation Robots
is-a
Figure 2.1: Example Ontology.
Due to their flexible graph-like structure, ontologies (unlike databases)
allow representation of incomplete knowledge, can easily be extended by new
information (e.g., with new sorts/features of rehabilitation robots).
Due to their formal representations, ontologies developed by different
parties at different locations can be integrated, and reasoning (e.g., query
answering) can be automated over concepts and their relations represented
in these ontologies. Therefore, it is not surprising that more and more
knowledge-intensive systems (including Semantic Web [10] that is planned
to provide automated services to Web by giving meaning to concepts) rely
on ontologies to enable content-based access, interoperability, and communi-
cation across the Web.
There are several formalisms to represent an ontology. One of them is Re-
source Description Framework (RDF). It relies on a data model of a directed
labeled graph, called RDF graph. Each edge in an RDF graph corresponds
to an RDF triple: <subject, predicate, object>. For instance, to represent
“targets” relation in an RDF graph, we may add an edge with label “targets”,
from “Rehabilitation Robots” to “Joint Movements”. This edge corresponds
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to a triple whose subject is “Rehabilitation Robots”, predicate is “targets”
and object is “Joint Movements”. Therefore, it is possible to describe an
RDF graph by its edges, which results in a set of triples.
Another way to represent an ontology is using one of the languages in the
family of Description Logics (DLs). A DL knowledge base consists of logical
statements. Logical statements include concept descriptions, which are built
using atomic concepts and relations, with the use of logical constructors
(e.g., Boolean, existential restriction and value restriction constructors) as
well as assertions. For instance, we may describe ShoulderRobots concept
by adding the following statement to our DL knowledge base:
ShoulderRobots ≡
RehabilitationRobots u ∃targets.ShoulderMovements
We may also assert that a rehabilitation robot whose name is AssistOn-
Arm is a shoulder robot. Then, it can be inferred that AssistOn-Arm is a
rehabilitation robot which targets some shoulder movements.
There are several ontology editors available to represent and manipulate
ontologies. One of them is Protégé [28], which supports developing on-
tologies in different formats. It is easy to use since it provides a graphical
user interface for designing ontologies. Protégé supports DL reasoners such
as Pellet [67], HermiT [66] and FaCT++ [71] to check the ontology for
consistency and to answer queries. With these reasoners, we can ensure that
our ontologies are meaningful and correct.
To query and reason over ontologies, many query engines and reasoners
have been developed. The reasoners are able to infer implicit knowledge
from a set of asserted facts and axioms. With reasoners, we can also ensure
that the ontologies that we developed are logically consistent, so that we
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can query over our ontology. Some of the reasoners are shown in Table 2.1.
There are also some frameworks that can store and manipulate ontologies
while providing support for reasoners. They are listed in Table 2.2.
Table 2.1: Reasoners
Reasoner Language support
BaseVISor [49] RDF, OWL 2 RL
Bossam [36] RDF, OWL DL
FaCT++ [71] OWL DL, OWL 2 DL
HermiT [66] OWL 2 DL
Hoolet4 OWL DL
KAON2 [51] OWL DL, SWRL, F-Logic
Pellet [67] OWL DL, OWL 2 DL
RacerPro [30] OWL DL
In this thesis, we use the ontology language OWL 2 DL, the reasoner
Pellet, and the framework Jena. In the following sections, we give further
details about them.
2.2 Representing Ontologies in RDF(S)
Resource Description Framework (RDF) relies on a data model of a directed
labeled graph, called RDF graph. Each edge in an RDF graph corresponds
to an RDF triple:
subject predicate object.
For instance, to represent “targets” relation in an RDF graph, we may add
an edge with label “targets”, from “Rehabilitation Robots” to “Joint Move-
ments”. This edge corresponds to a triple whose subject is “Rehabilitation
Robots”, predicate is “targets” and object is “Joint Movements”. Therefore,
4http://owl.man.ac.uk/hoolet/
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it is possible to describe an RDF graph by its edges, which results in a set of
triples.
Nodes in an RDF graph can be URIs, literals or blank nodes. A Uniform
Resource Identifier (URI) identifies a concept or an instance on the Web.
Concepts can be regarded as sets of instances. For instance, a “Rehabilitation
Robot” concept denotes a set of rehabilitation robots, whereas the instance
“AssistOn-Wrist” denotes an individual rehabilitation robot. There may exist
multiple URIs to identify the same concept or instance. A URI does not have
to physically correspond to a Web address. For instance, the rehabilitation
robot AssistOn-Wrist may be identified using the URI:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AssistOn-Wrist
It may also be possible to identify AssistOn-Wrist using the URI:
http://www.myresources.com/AssistOn-Wrist
Table 2.2: Ontology Management Frameworks
Framework Language Support Reasoner Support∗
AllegroGraph5 RDF, RDFS, OWL (limited) Default
Euler6 OWL, RDF Default
Jena [50] RDF, RDF(S), OWL Default, Pellet
OWL API [32] OWL 2, RDF (limited) Default, HermiT, Pellet, FaCT++
Redland [8] RDF Default
Sesame [2] RDF, OWL (limited) Default
Virtuoso [22] RDF, OWL (limited) Default
∗If the framework provides its own generic reasoner, it is stated as “default”.
Literals represent values, such as 15 or “Sabancı University” which have
Integer and String types, respectively. A blank node represents a concept or
instance having an unknown URI.
Consider a knowledge base about rehabilitation robots. With RDF, we
5http://www.franz.com/agraph/allegrograph/
6http://eulersharp.sourceforge.net/
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want to specify rehabilitation robots, targeted joint movements, and their
relations. Assume that the concepts and instances use the same namespace
for their URIs and we abbreviate it using rkb, that stands for rehabilitation
robot knowledge base at http://rehabrobotkb.com/. With the relation
targets, we can say that AssistOn-Wrist targets WristFlexion/Extension
joint movement:
rkb:AssistOn-Wrist rkb:targets rkb:WristFlexion/Extension.
Although we intuitively know that AssistOn-Wrist is a rehabilitation
robot and wrist flexion/extension is a joint movement, we cannot represent
them with RDF. In other words, we can represent instances and their re-
lations with RDF but we cannot state that one instance is in the set of a
concept. For that, we need terminological/schema knowledge.
RDF Schema (RDFS or RDF(S)) is a W3C RDF recommendation which
provides generic constructs to represent schema knowledge. An RDF(S) doc-
ument is also a well-formed RDF document because RDF(S) statements are
simply RDF triples. Therefore, the tools that support RDF can read and
process RDF(S) documents. According to the formal ontology terminology
in RDF(S), concepts are called classes. With RDF(S), it is possible to repre-
sent classes and specify instances of classes using the predicates rdfs:Class
and rdf:type. We can characterize RehabilitationRobots as a class and
AssistOn-Wrist as its instance with the following triples:
rkb:RehabilitationRobots rdf:type rdfs:Class.
rkb:AssistOn-Wrist rdf:type rkb:RehabilitationRobots.
Assume that we have one more class, WristRobots, in our knowledge
base. Since AssistOn-Wrist is both a wrist robot and a rehabilitation robot,
we have to add one more triple indicating that AssistOn-Wrist is a wrist
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robot as well:
rkb:WristRobots rdf:type rdfs:Class.
rkb:AssistOn-Wrist rdf:type rkb:WristRobots.
RDF(S) prevents these kinds of repetitions by supporting class hierarchies.
With the predicate rdfs:subClassOf (Figure 2.2), we can say that every
wrist robot is also a rehabilitation robot:
rkb:WristRobots rdfs:subClassOf rkb:RehabilitationRobots.
rkb:Wrist Flexion/Extensionrkb:AssistOn-Wrist
rkb:targets
rkb:Rehabilitation Robots
rkb:Wrist Robots
rdf:type
rdfs:subClassOf
Figure 2.2: Class hierarchy in an RDF(S) knowledge base.
It is also possible to specify hierarchies for relations in the ontology.
There is no need to declare that AssistOn-Wrist is a rehabilitation
robot and WristFlexion/Extension is a joint movement if the domain
and the range of targets relation are known. RDF(S) provides predicates
rdfs:domain and rdfs:range (Figure 2.3) to represent the domain and the
range of a relation:
rkb:targets rdfs:domain rkb:RehabilitationRobots.
rkb:targets rdfs:range rkb:JointMovements.
Our final knowledge base consists of the following triples:
rkb:targets rdfs:domain rkb:RehabilitationRobots.
rkb:targets rdfs:range rkb:JointMovements.
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rkb:Wrist Flexion/Extensionrkb:AssistOn-Wrist
rkb:targets
rkb:RehabilitationRobots rkb:JointMovements
rdfs:domain rdfs:range
Figure 2.3: Specifying domain and range of a relation in an RDF(S) knowl-
edge base.
rkb:AssistOn-Wrist rkb:targets rkb:WristFlexion/Extension.
rkb:AssistOn-Wrist rdf:type rkb:WristRobots.
rkb:WristRobots rdfs:subClassOf rkb:RehabilitationRobots.
2.3 Query Answering over RDF(S) Graphs
The SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) [58] is a query
language that can be used for querying ontologies in RDF(S). A SPARQL
query starts with a SELECT clause to specify the variables to appear in the
result, and continues with a WHERE clause that specifies what to query for
in an RDF(S) graph.
We introduce the syntax of SPARQL briefly by presenting a fragment of
the SPARQL grammar in Table 2.3. Full syntax of SPARQL can be found
in [58]. The queries in SPARQL are formed as follows: A SPARQL query
starts with an optional prefix declaration (PrefixDecl) which abbreviates
the namespace of a knowledge base. Then, in SelectQuery, we specify the
variables that we want to see in the results. It is possible to eliminate du-
plicate results with DISTINCT keyword. After that, the graph patterns
(abbreviated as GP) that need to be matched in the RDF(S) graph are spec-
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ified in WhereClause. They are represented with triples (TriplesBlock),
or with expresssions (GPNotTriples) constructed by combining triples using
the operators UNION or FILTER.
Table 2.3: A fragment of the SPARQL grammar.
Query::= PrefixDecl* SelectQuery
PrefixDecl::= PREFIX PrefixName : < Namespace >
SelectQuery::= SELECT (DISTINCT)? ( Var+ | ’*’ ) WhereClause
WhereClause::= WHERE? GroupGP
GroupGP::= ’{’ TriplesBlock? ( ( UnionGP | Filter ) .?
TriplesBlock? )* ’}’
Filter::= FILTER? Constraint
Constraint::= BrackettedExpression | NotExistsFunc
NotExistsFunc::= NOT EXISTS GroupGP
We now describe the syntax and semantics of the simple graph patterns.
Let I, L, and V be disjoint infinite sets, denoting URIs, literals, and variables,
respectively. Then, the tuple t ∈ (I∪L∪V )× (I∪V )× (I∪L∪V ) is called a
triple pattern, and var(t) denotes the set of variables that occur in t. A simple
graph pattern is a finite set of triple patterns; then, var(P ) =
⋃
t∈P var(t) is
the set of variables that occur in a simple graph pattern P .
Let µ : V → I ∪L be a partial function that maps variables in V to URIs
and literals. The set of variables that are mapped to URIs and literals via µ is
called the domain of µ, and denoted by dom(µ). Mapping of the variables in
a triple pattern t with µ results in a new triple µ(t), where var(t) ⊆ dom(µ).
Thus, µ(P ) is the resulting set of triples obtained by applying µ on a simple
graph pattern P , where dom(µ) consists of the variables in var(P ).
It is possible to obtain complex expressions from a number of simple graph
patterns, and represent them with SPARQL. In this thesis, we consider the
binary operators And, Union and Filter to construct such expressions. We
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use a dot sign as a substitute for And. If the expressions (G1 . G2) and (G1
Union G2) are constructed with simple graph patterns G1 and G2, then these
expressions are graph patterns. Similarly, if the expression (G Filter C) is
constructed with a simple graph pattern G and a value constraint C, then
this expression is also a graph pattern. We consider the value constraints
that are constructed using an element of the set V , an equality or inequality
symbol, and a constant.
To give the semantics of the binary operators And, Union and Filter, we
first define compatible mappings and then define required algebra operators.
Two mappings µ1, µ2 are compatibles if µ1(v) = µ2(v) for every variable
v ∈ dom(µ1) ∩ dom(µ2). Therefore, compatible mappings must agree on
their shared variables. For instance, mappings of disjoint domains are always
compatible.
Let M1 and M2 be sets of mappings. We define algebra operator Join,
that extends mappings in M1 with the mappings in M2, as follows.
M1 ./ M2 = {µ1 ∪ µ2 | µ1 ∈M1 and µ2 ∈M2 are compatible mappings}
We define algebra operator Union, that gets the union of the mappings in
M1 and the mappings in M2, as follows.
M1 ∪M2 = {µ | µ ∈M1 or µ ∈M2}
The binary operators And, Union and Filter are evaluated as follows.
Let G be an RDF graph, C a value constraint, and P1, P2 graph patterns.
Then we recursively defineJP1 . P2KG = JP1KG ./ JP2KGJP1 UNION P2KG = JP1KG ∪ JP2KGJP FILTER CKG = {µ ∈ JP KG | µ |= C}
where the base case is the simple graph pattern evaluation, described
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above.
We also consider NOT EXISTS in SPARQL queries. It is evaluated in the
satisfiability check of a filter expression, and defined as follows. Let G be an
RDF graph, µ a mapping, and P a graph pattern. Then, µ |= NOT EXISTS(P )
iff Jµ(P )KG is an empty set.
Further information about the semantics of SPARQL, and the complexity
of evaluating graph patterns that can contain several operators, can be found
in [17] and in [57].
We now give some examples of queries over the knowledge base in Sec-
tion 2.2 and the SPARQL representations of these queries. Consider the
following query.
“What are the robots that target WristFlexion/Extension?”
The SPARQL query that corresponds to this query consists of PREFIX,
SELECT and WHERE parts. In PREFIX part, we declare the namespace
of our ontology. We assumed that the namespace of rehabitation robotics
ontology is http://rehabrobotkb.com/. In SELECT part, we specify the
variable “robot” to be appeared in the result. Variables are characterized
with the special symbol ’?’ at the beginning of their names. In WHERE
part, we specify the condition that must be met: The robot that we want
must target WristFlexion/Extension movement. The SPARQL query is as
follows.
PREFIX rkb: <http://rehabrobotkb.com/>
SELECT DISTINCT ?robot
WHERE {
?robot rkb:targets rkb:WristFlexion/Extension.
}
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The first step to compute a SPARQL query involves translations into
SPARQL algebra. Each expression that can be constructed with SPARQL
has a direct transformation to SPARQL algebra. To express the (possibly
complex) graph patterns in the queries, SPARQL algebra uses some oper-
ators such as BGP, Join, or Union, corresponding to basic graph pattern,
conjunctions and disjunctions, respectively. Since our query consists of one
triple pattern, its transformation into SPARQL algebra is as follows.
BGP(?robot rkb:targets rkb:WristFlexion/Extension.)
With the mapping µ introduced earlier in this chapter, it is possible to assign
variables to URIs or literals in the RDF(S) graph. Then, a solution for a basic
graph pattern expression is found by applying the partial function µ. This
is the basic evaluation method to find an answer to a SPARQL query. With
this method, it is possible to answer more complex queries. For instance,
an expression with the operator Union is evaluated by applying µ to each
expression in Union, and then getting the disjunction of the solutions.
The answer to this query is:
robot
http://rehabrobotkb.com/AssistOn-Wrist
We can represent the answers to SPARQL queries using a table. Here,
each row of this table denotes a mapping found by applying µ over the
translated SPARQL algebra expression.
Another query example is as follows.
“What are the movements that are targeted by some wrist robots?”
SPARQL representation of this query:
PREFIX rkb: <http://rehabrobotkb.com/>
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SELECT DISTINCT ?movement
WHERE {
?robot rkb:targets ?movement.
?robot rdf:type rkb:WristRobots.
}
Since the query above contains a relative clause, we need a variable movement
to represent the targeted movements and another variable robot to represent
the wrist robots. The answer to this query:
movement
http://rehabrobotkb.com/WristFlexion/Extension
Our knowledge base currently contains one robot targeting one wrist move-
ment. Therefore, only movement that is retrieved is WristFlexion/Extension.
We can also choose to retrieve both the robots and the movements. For
that, we append the robot variable in SELECT part of the query, with a
space between the preceding variables:
PREFIX rkb: <http://rehabrobotkb.com/>
SELECT DISTINCT ?movement ?robot
WHERE {
?robot rkb:targets ?movement.
?robot rdf:type rkb:WristRobots.
}
The answer to this query is as follows.
There are several SPARQL query engines that can compute answers to
SPARQL queries. Since matching of the variables in the WHERE clause
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movement robot
http://rehabrobotkb.com/WristFlexion/Extension http://rehabrobotkb.com/AssistOn-Wrist
to URIs and literals makes up a graph pattern, the main query evaluation
mechanism of SPARQL involves matching the graph pattern in the WHERE
clause to the queried RDF(S) graph. However, the queried RDF(S) graph
may contain implicit knowledge. For instance, in the knowledge base in
Section 2.2, we do not explicitly say that AssistOn-Wrist is a rehabilitation
robot; however, we may query about it. In order to cover such cases, the
query engines use different implementation and optimization techniques for
processing and evaluating queries, as well as semantic inferencing.
One implementation technique is materialization, which involves extend-
ing the RDF(S) graph with all inferences that can be computed before pro-
cessing the SPARQL queries. This implementation technique is used by
Jena, Virtuoso, and AllegroGraph. Another approach proposes to rewrite
the queries instead of extending the RDF(S) graph. This approach is used
by Sesame, sparql2sql, and GiaBATA. Third principal approach is to mod-
ify existing approaches of mapping so that matching graph patterns can be
done along with complex inferencing. This approach is implemented in ARQ,
which also provides optimizations on translating algebra expressions, such as
introducing new operators. The order of evaluations can also be specified
with ARQ, which is one of the low-level optimizations.
In order to provide logic-based inferencing along with graph-based pro-
cessing of SPARQL queries, some query engines provide inference engines.
For instance, the inference engine in Sesame uses forward chaining whereas
the inference engine in Virtuoso uses backward chaining. The inference en-
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gine in Jena utilizes both forward and backward chaining to obtain inferences
from data.
2.4 Representing Ontologies in Description Logics
Description Logics (DLs) [6] are a family of logic-based formalisms for knowl-
edge representation, that are decidable fragments of first-order logic. Ontolo-
gies represented formally in Web Ontology Language (OWL) are based on
variations of Description Logics (DL). DL provides the logical formalism not
only for such formal ontologies but also the Semantic Web.
DL terminology consists of concepts, roles, and objects. Objects denote
entities of our world with characteristics and attributes; concepts are in-
terpreted as sets of objects; and roles are interpreted as binary relations
on objects or concepts. A DL knowledge base consists of logical statements.
Logical statements include concept descriptions, which are built using atomic
concepts and roles, with the use of logical constructors as well as assertions.
The statements in a DL knowledge base are divided into two groups:
TBox and ABox. TBox statements contain terminological knowledge, which
corresponds to the database schema. ABox statements contain assertional
knowledge, which corresponds to the data in a database. Concepts and roles
are defined in TBox whereas objects are defined in ABox.
In this thesis, we consider a DL called Attribute Concept Language with
Complements (ALC) [63]. ALC includes conjunction, disjunction, negation,
universal restriction and existential restriction.
Let A be an atomic concept name and r be an atomic role name. The
concept descriptions C,D are formed in ALC as follows:
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C,D ::= A |
> | (universal concept)
⊥ | (ground concept)
¬C | (complement of concept)
C unionsqD | (union)
C uD | (intersection)
∃r.C | (existential restriction)
∀r.C | (universal restriction)
For instance, we can describe a new concept ShoulderRobots in terms of
another concept RehabilitationRobots and with an existential restriction
consisting of a role targets and a concept ShoulderMovements:
ShoulderRobots ≡
RehabilitationRobots u ∃targets.ShoulderMovements
Consider a DL knowledge base that consists of the following TBox:
Robot u Movement v⊥
∃targets.> v Robot
> v ∀targets.Movement
ShoulderRobot v Robot
Robot v≤ 2targets
The first statement expresses disjointness of Robot and Movement. The latter
two statements specify the domain and the range of targets. The fourth
statement declares that ShoulderRobot is a subset of Robot. Finally, we
assume that every robot should target at least two movements and we express
it with the last statement. This knowledge base can be illustrated by a figure
as in Figure 2.4.
We describe the semantics of ALC in terms of interpretations. An inter-
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Robot
Shoulder
Robot
Movement
targets
. .
Figure 2.4: Example Knowledge Base in DL.
pretation I consists of a non-empty set 4I (the domain of I) and a function
that maps each ALC concept to a subset of 4I , and each atomic role to a
subset of 4I ×4I . Let C, D be ALC concept descriptions and r be a role
name. The extensions CI (resp. rI) of the concept C (resp. role r) in the
interpretation function are extended by inductive definitions, as follows:
>I = 4I
⊥I = ∅
(C uD)I = CI ∩DI
(C unionsqD)I = CI ∪DI
¬CI = 4I \ CI
(∃r.C)I = {x ∈ 4I | There is some y ∈ 4I with 〈x, y〉 ∈ rI and y ∈ CI}
(∀r.C)I = {x ∈ 4I | For all y ∈ 4I , if 〈x, y〉 ∈ rI , then y ∈ CI}
If x ∈ CI , then x is an instance of concept C in interpretation I.
There are direct translations of ALC concept descriptions into first-order
formulas [6]. Consequently, a DL interpretation containing atomic concepts
and atomic roles is equivalent to a first-order interpretation, containing unary
and binary predicates. Since the two variable fragment of first-order logic
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is decidable [29], reasoning problems such as satisfiability or entailment for
ALC are also decidable; there are decision procedures and algorithms for
them.
Reasoning tasks allow inferring additional knowledge which we do not
explicitly state in the knowledge base. Some reasoning tasks that can be per-
formed over a DL KB include consistency checking, which checks whether the
assertions and terminological knowledge in a KB have a contradiction. For
instance, consider an ABox that contains assertions declaring that an object,
AssistOn-Wrist is both a robot and a movement. If robot and movement
concepts are disjoint in TBox, then this causes inconsistency, meaning that
the assertions are not satisfiable with respect to the terminological axioms.
Another reasoning task is subsumption, which determines the relation-
ships of concepts that are in a hierarchy. A subsumption algorithm checks
whether a concept is subsumed by another concept, for all interpretations of
these concepts. For instance, if we state in our KB that all shoulder robots
target a shoulder movement, and that shoulder movement is a subconcept
of joint movement; then it is inferred that all shoulder robots target a joint
movement.
Instance checking is also an important reasoning task, which determines
whether an object is an instance of a specific concept. For example, if in
the terminology it is stated that rehabilitation robots are owned by either
physical therapists or robotics researchers, and in the assertions it is stated
that AssistOn-Wrist is a rehabilitation robot, it is owned by Jack, and Jack is
not a physical therapist, then Jack is inferred to be the instance of a robotics
researcher.
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Other DLs
The names given to DLs reflect their expressiveness: each letter in the name
of a DL describes a particular constructor. The letters and the features they
express are listed in Table 2.4. Among these letters, letter S is one exception
because it is used to abbreviate ALC, extended with role transitivity. This
is done to prevent long names for the expressive DLs which provide many
constructors.
Table 2.4: Extensions to ALC
Letter Stands for, example
S ALC + transitive roles :If likes is transitive, and if John likes
Sue and Sue likes Jane, then John likes Jane.
H role hierarchies: hasMother is the subrole of hasParent.
O nominals: Functionality of a rehabilitation robot is one of the set
{clinic, home}.
I inverse roles: is targeted by is the inverse of targets.
N cardinality restrictions: A rehabilitation robot can have only one
owner.
D datatypes: Degree of freedom of a rehabilitation robot must be
integer.
Q qualified cardinality restrictions: A rehabilitation robot targets at
least one joint movement.
F role functionality: Minimum range of motion of a rehabilitation
robot.
2.5 RDF(S) vs. DLs
Both DLs and RDF(S) are formalisms that can be used to represent ontolo-
gies. With these formalisms, it is possible to represent terminological/schema
knowledge. However, RDF(S) has some semantic limits compared to DL.
To infer logical consequences, RDF(S) uses deduction rules. Using these
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deduction rules, it is not possible to derive some information that we can
infer with DL. For instance, if we say that the domain of targets rela-
tion is ShoulderMovements, and that ShoulderMovements is a subconcept
of Movements, we cannot deduce that domain of targets is also Movements
with RDF(S) semantics. We illustrate the semantic limits and limited mod-
eling capabilities of RDF(S) over an example below.
Consider the knowledge base (KB) illustrated in Figure 2.4. It is not
possible to express some parts of this knowledge base with RDF(S). For in-
stance, it is not possible with RDF(S) to restrict the minimum number of
movements that a robot targets. In addition, we cannot model some classes
as disjoint. This is an important limitation of RDF(S) since reasoning with
negation is not possible. To illustrate, the following assertions
Robot(AssistOn)
Movement(AssistOn)
would not cause an inconsistency in an RDF(S) KB. On the contrary, in a DL
KB like the one above, these two assertions cause inconsistency due to the
disjointness statement added to the KB. Furthermore, it is possible with DLs
to declare some classes as the union/intersection/complement of other classes.
For instance, we can add a statement describing upper extremity proximal
robots as a new concept and as the union of elbow, lumbar spline and shoulder
robots. However, this is not possible with RDF(S). These semantic limits of
RDF(S) also limit the further logical consequences that can be inferred. In
conclusion, DL provides powerful semantics and reasoning for further logical
consequences, over RDF(S).
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2.6 Web Ontology Language (OWL)
Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a W3C recommendation for ontology
modeling. It is emerged as a new ontology language to balance the expres-
sivity and reasoning services. To address the first challenge and to overcome
the limited expressivity of RDF(S), OWL introduces new constructs to de-
sign an ontology. For the second challenge, OWL is based on variations of
Description Logics (DL). According to the formal ontology terminology in
OWL, concepts are called classes, attributes of classes are called data prop-
erties, roles are called object properties, and objects are called individuals.
OWL provides translations of its constructs into DL. Therefore, the mod-
eling capabilities of DLs compared to RDF(S) also applies to OWL. However,
to provide different levels of expressivity, OWL introduces some variants, such
as OWL Lite, OWL DL or OWL 2 DL.
OWL Lite is designed to have little expressivity; thus it has no support
for describing union or complement of classes, disjoint classes or value re-
strictions. It has little support for cardinality restrictions; only the numbers
0 and 1 can be used in these restrictions. OWL Lite corresponds to the
description logic SHIF(D).
Another variant, OWL DL, provides support for the restricted features in
OWL Lite, such as representing disjoint classes and combination of classes.
In addition, it contains OWL Lite; that is, it supports all of the features that
are fully supported in OWL Lite.
OWL DL is contained by OWL 2 DL, another variant of OWL, which
is an extension of OWL DL that preserves decidability. For instance, it is
possible in OWL 2 DL to restrict the range of the values allowed for some
properties, and infer the inverse of a role without an assertion. For instance,
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if is targeted by is declared to be the inverse of targets role, and there is
an assertion stating that robot A targets movement B, then we know that
movement B is targeted by robot A. OWL DL corresponds to the descrip-
tion logic SHOIN (D) whereas OWL 2 DL corresponds to the description
logic SROIQ(D). SROIQ(D) supports qualified cardinality restrictions
(denoted by ’Q’) and role inclusion axioms (denoted by ’R’), which encom-
pass cardinality restrictions (denoted by ’N ’) and role hierarchies (denoted
by ’H’) supported by SHOIN (D). Therefore, OWL 2 DL contains OWL
DL and extends it with new constructors.
In this thesis, we use OWL 2 DL to design our ontology about rehabilita-
tion robots. In our ontology, we need to represent some concepts as disjoint
and use cardinality restrictions, as well as inverse roles. OWL DL covers
most of them; however, it does not cover some restrictions that we need. We
need to restrict the range of values allowed for some properties. For instance,
we want to restrict maximum/minimum range of motion of the movements,
and we want to restrict the year of the related publications about the robots.
OWL 2 DL covers these features, and as long as role inclusions are not re-
cursive, it is decidable. Therefore, it is our choice of ontology language.
2.7 Pellet: A DL Reasoner
There are many DL reasoners such as FaCT++, HermiT, or Pellet
that implement different kinds of algorithms for theorem proving, such as a
tableau-based algorithm [6] for consistency checking. Some of them provide
wrappers to the frameworks presented in Section 2.1. They might support
different DLs with different expressivities as summarized in Table 2.5.
In this thesis, we use the DL reasoner Pellet for reasoning over on-
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Table 2.5: DL Reasoners
Reasoner Expressivity Features
CEL [5]
(v.1.1.2)
EL+ Accepts inputs in KRSS (Knowl-
edge Representation System Specifica-
tion) [64] syntax. Provides an OWL
API wrapper as a Protégé plug-in.
Supports axiom pinpointing to com-
pute a justification for a consequence.
FaCT++ [71]
(v.1.6.2)
SROIQ(D) Accepts inputs in FaCT++ in-
put language. Provides an OWL
API wrapper. Supports explana-
tion generation through OWL API.
fuzzyDL [12]
(August, 2013)
Fuzzy SHIF Accepts ontologies in lisp-like syntax.
Extends SHIF to the fuzzy case.
HermiT [66]
(v.1.3.8)
SROIQ Provides an OWL API wrapper and
uses it as a parser. Supports expla-
nation generation through OWL API.
KAON2 [51]
(August, 2013)
SHIQ Additionally manages SWRL and
F-Logic ontologies. Supports
SPARQL querying. Provides
a wrapper through Protégé.
MSPASS [35]
(August, 2013)
ALB A prover for modal logics and rela-
tional calculus as well. Provides a
proof in addition to a yes/no answer.
Pellet [67]
(v.2.3.1)
SROIQ Provides wrappers for OWL API and
Jena. Supports SPARQL query-
ing. Supports explanation generation.
RacerPro [30]
(v.2.0)
SHIQ Provides a wrapper for OWL API.
Supports explanation generation.
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tologies in OWL 2 DL. It can be used for consistency checking. In fact,
Pellet reduces the reasoning tasks of DL, which are exemplified above,
to consistency checking. For instance, checking a subsumption in the form
WristRobots v RehabilitationRobots can be done by checking the incon-
sistency of WristRobots u ¬RehabilitationRobots in TBox. Since con-
cepts can be viewed as sets of instances, recall that if set A contains set
B, then the set difference of B from A must be an empty set. In addi-
tion, Pellet reduces instance checking to consistency checking. For exam-
ple, to test whether AssistOn-Wrist is a WristRobot, a negated statement
¬WristRobot(AssistOn-Wrist) can be added to ABox and then the knowl-
edge base can be checked for inconsistency. For consistency checking, Pellet
implements a tableau-based theorem proving approach [6].
Pellet also supports conjunctive query answering by means of the query
languages SPARQL and RDQL [65]. For that, it first parses the query us-
ing the parser that is provided by ARQ query engine. ARQ generates the
SPARQL algebra that corresponds to the SPARQL query, and then Pel-
let evaluates basic graph patterns. For that, it maps the statements in
OWL, to RDF triples. SPARQL query evaluation over RDFS knowledge
bases involves simple entailment; however, query evaluation over ontologies
in DL-based OWL variants should allow using logical entailment relations.
Therefore, Pelletmatches graph patterns using OWL-DL entailments, that
extend simple entailment. According to the answers that Pellet generates,
ARQ handles complex queries. For instance, if a SPARQL query contains
the UNION construct, ARQ gets the answers to each disjoined basic graph
pattern from Pellet, and then gets disjunction of these answers.
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Pellet is implemented in Java, and available online as open source7. It
also supports many Java based APIs and can be reached through a command
line interface as well.
2.8 Protégé: An Ontology Editor
Ontology editors are applications that provide graphical user interfaces to
help the users design and manipulate ontologies easily. There are many
ontology editors, such as Protégé [28], Neon Toolkit [31] or Vitro [48]
that are available online. They are able to visualize ontologies as well. For
instance, Protégé provides both tree-based and graph-based visualizations
for ontologies.
We used Protégé to design our ontology, in particular, our terminology.
In other words, we represented general concepts and described their relations
using the ontology editor Protégé. Protégé supports design of ontologies
in OWL 2 DL, and it also supports design of ontologies in several represen-
tation formats. Therefore, we were able to represent RehabRobo-Onto
in the logic-based ontology language OWL 2 DL and in OWL/XML format.
Since Protégé provides plug-ins for DL reasoners, we utilized the plug-in
of Pellet to ensure the consistency of our terminology.
2.9 Jena: An Ontology Management Framework
Among the frameworks that are presented in Section 2.1, we decided to use
Jena. Jena provides an application programming interface (API) to read
and process OWL ontologies. Using its API, we can add new assertions to
7http://clarkparsia.com/pellet/
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RehabRobo-Onto. Therefore, we are able to add and extract assertions
using Jena framework. Jena contains various internal reasoners; however, we
are interested in using Pellet. Since Pellet provides a wrapper for Jena,
we are able to check the consistency in our ontology while adding a new
assertion. We also query over RehabRobo-Onto via Jena framework. We
transform natural language queries into SPARQL, and thanks to availability
of the DL reasoner Pellet in Jena, it computes answers to these queries
automatically. In this way, Jena differs from other ontology management
frameworks. For instance, OWL API, which is another framework to manip-
ulate ontologies, does not provide support for SPARQL queries. Querying
with SPARQL over ontologies is done in OWL API via Jena.
2.10 Discussion
In this section, we discuss our choices of semantic web technologies, as well
as query languages and reasoners. We review our choices and decisions for
this thesis, compare our approach with other possible approaches and discuss
several directions for future work in terms of other technologies that can be
used.
Why SPARQL?
In order to query over an ontology, we need to use a query language. Although
the queries are entered in natural language, they should be transformed into
an existing query language to execute a query over a query engine and then,
to get an answer. There are several options to choose from. One option is to
use a DL query language, and another option is to use SPARQL.
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Ontology editor Protégé and OWL API framework support DL queries
in Manchester OWL syntax. With DL queries, it is possible to query about
the logical structure of the ontology, and the queries can include subsumption.
However, by the time we started developing RehabRobo-Query, OWL
API provided no support for DL query languages. In addition, asking DL
queries to Protégé externally (e.g., via command line) was not possible.
Therefore, instead of DL queries, we decided to query over RehabRobo-
Onto with SPARQL, considering that it is a W3C recommendation and a
technology that is widespread in semantic web community.
Why Pellet?
We developed RehabRobo-Onto in OWL, in particular, in OWL 2 DL.
We also designed RehabRobo-Onto with the features that OWL 2 DL
provides, such as inverse roles, disjoint concepts and value restrictions for
properties of concepts. With these features, we do not have to specify all
knowledge explicitly; some of the knowledge are implicit in the ontology.
Since OWL 2 DL is based on Description Logics (DL), we can use DL rea-
soners to infer implicit knowledge. In addition, DL reasoners can check the
ontologies for consistency or do instance checking. Therefore, we decided to
use a DL reasoner.
There are various DL reasoners such as HermiT, FaCT++, or Pellet.
We decided to use Pellet because of several reasons. First, we have chosen
to query RehabRobo-Onto with SPARQL; and Pellet is one of the DL
reasoners that provides support for SPARQL querying by conjunctive query
answering and instance checking. Second, it can also be used for consistency
checking in frameworks such as OWL API or Jena, like other DL reasoners,
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and it can explain inconsistencies. However, SPARQL query support of Pel-
let is only available in Jena framework, and OWL API supports SPARQL
queries over Pellet with a plug-in that Jena framework provides for OWL
API. We want to benefit from the various reasoning tasks that Pellet pro-
vides by using one framework; thus, our decision about the framework is
affected by our reasoner choice.
Why Jena?
The preliminary version of RehabRobo-Query was designed as a desktop
application. It utilized OWL API and DL reasoner HermiT for reasoning.
After deciding to add a query feature in RehabRobo-Query, we realized
that there is no support in OWL API for DL queries and it is only possi-
ble to execute DL queries in Protégé manually. Then, we redesigned our
system considering SPARQL, a W3C recommendation, and Pellet, that
provides support for SPARQL querying over OWL ontologies. Since OWL
API provides support for SPARQL queries through Jena, we also changed
the ontology management framework that we use.
The final version of RehabRobo-Query is a Web-based software that
utilizes Jena framework for ontology manipulation. For querying overRehabRobo-
Onto, we use SPARQL with Pellet, via Jena framework. Our choices are
made according to the state-of-the-art in semantic web technologies.
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Chapter 3
3 RehabRobo-Onto
We have designed an ontology about rehabilitation robots, calledRehabRobo-
Onto, considering suggestions of the rehabilitation robotics researchers and
physical medicine experts whom we collaborate with.
Our goal of developing an ontology for rehabilitation robotics is mainly
to maintain a knowledge repository containing information about all reha-
bilitation robots and relevant references, to facilitate access to requested
information in this repository for both robot designers as well as physical
medicine experts. In this way, not only it will be easier for robot designers
to improve the state-of-the-art in rehabilitation robotics but also it will aid
translation from bench-to-bed and back, and personalized physical medicine
by allowing the physical medicine experts to choose the right rehabilitation
robots for specific patients/therapies.
As suggested in [72] about designing an ontology, we have first identified
the purpose, and then identified and defined the basic concepts and their
thematic classes, and their relationships for the chosen subject domain.
We have developed this ontology in OWL 2 DL using the ontology editor
Protégé. For the users to add/modify the ontology, we have also built an
intelligent, interactive user interface for it. Let us tell these contributions in
detail.
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3.1 Design of RehabRobo-Onto
We have designed our ontology (Figure 3.1) considering five main concepts
(or thematic classes):
• RehabRobots (representing rehabilitation robots and their properties),
• JointMovements (representing targeted joint movements and their prop-
erties),
• Owners (representing robot designers who add/modify information in
the ontology about their own robots),
• References (representing publications related to rehabilitation robots),
• Assessments (representing assessment measures for rehabilitation robots).
These concepts are related to each other by the following relations:
• a rehabilitation robot targets joint movements,
• a rehabilitation robot is ownedBy a robot designer,
• a rehabilitation robot hasReferences to some publications,
• a rehabilitation robot hasAssessment with respect to some evaluation
measure.
As seen in Figure 3.1, each class has its own properties. RehabRobots
have the following properties about rehabilitation robots:
• name
• active degree-of-freedom: integer
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RehabRobots
JointMovements
targets
1..*
has_Name: String
has_Active_DOF: Integer
has_Passive_DOF: Integer
has_Control_Modes: {ADL, BCI, EMG, active, assistive, 
bilateral, multilateral, passive, resistive}
has_Disorder_Level: {mild, moderate, severe}
has_Functionality: {clinic, home}
has_Interaction_Type: {endEector, exoskeleton, 
mixed, suspension}
has_Intervention_Time: {acute, chronic, subacute}
has_Kinematic_Type: {fully-actuated, under-actuated, 
redundant}
has_Mechanism_Type: {serial, parallel, hybrid, mobile}
has_Motion_Capability: {grounded, mobile}
has_Targeted_Population: {adult, pediatric}
has_Targeted_Disorder: {stroke, spineCordInjury}
has_ROM_Type: {active, passive}
has_ROM_Max: oat
has_ROM_Min: oat
has_Actuation: {electrical, electro-rheological, hydrolic,
pneumatic, series elastic, variable impedance, other}
has_Transmission: {belt drive, cable drive, capstan drive,
direct drive, gear train, harmonic drive, other}
has_Backdrivability: {backdrivable, non-backdrivable}
has_Backdrivability_Type: {active, passive}
1..*
References
has_Title: String
has_Authors: String
has_Clinical_Study: Boolean
has_Year: Integer
has_Published_At: String
has_URL: String
Owners
has_User_Name: String
has_Mail: String
has_Institution: String
Assessments
hasReference
1..* 1..*
1
1..*
ownedBy
hasAssessment
1..*
1..*
Figure 3.1: RehabRobo-Onto with main classes.
• passive degree-of-freedom: integer
• control modes: bilateral, active, passive, resistive, assistive, ADL, mul-
tilateral, EMG, BCI
• disorder level: mild, moderate, severe
• functionality: clinic, home
• interaction type: end-effector, exoskeleton, suspension, mixed
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• intervention time: acute, subacute, chronic
• kinematic type: fully-actuated, under-actuated, redundant
• mechanism type: parallel, hybrid, serial, mobile
• motion capability: grounded, mobile
• targeted population: pediatric, adult
• targeted disorder: stroke, spline cord injury
JointMovements have the following properties about the joint movements
targeted by the rehabilitation robots:
• RoM type: active, passive
• minimum RoM: float
• maximum RoM: float
• actuation: electrical, hydrolic, pneumatic, series elastic, variable impedance,
electro-rheological, other
• transmission: harmonic drive, belt drive, cable drive, direct drive, cap-
stan drive, gear train, other
• backdrivability: backdrivable, nonbackdrivable
• backdrivability type: active, passive
Considering various sorts of rehabilitation robots and various sorts of
joint movements, RehabRobots and JointMovements classes have subclasses;
some of these subclasses are illustrated in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. Maintaining
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such a hierarchy aids not only compact representation of knowledge about
rehabilitation robots (by avoiding repetitions) but also efficient reasoning
about it. Currently there are 147 classes represented in RehabRobo-Onto.
RehabRobots
LowerExtremityRobots
ProximalLowerExtremity
Robots
DistalLowerExtremity
Robots
KneeRobots PelvicGirdle
Robots
HipRobots AnkleRobots FootRobots
Figure 3.2: Hierarchy of lower extremity rehabilitation robots.
JointMovements
LowerExtremityMovements
ProximalLowerExtremityMovements DistalLowerExtremityMovements
Hip
Movements
PelvicGirdle
Movements
Knee
Movements
HipAbduction/
Adduction
HipFlexion/
Extension
HipExternal/
InternalRotation
PelvicGirdleAnterior/
PosteriorRotation
KneeAnterior/
Posterior
Translation
KneeFlexion/
Extension
PelvicGirdleRight/Left
LateralTilt
PelvicGirdleRight/Left
TransverseRotation
Ankle
Movements
Foot
Movements
FootInterphalangeal
JointsOfToeFlexion/
Extension
FootMetatarsophalangeal
JointsFlexion/Extension
AnkleRotational
Dorsiexion/Plantarexion
AnkleRotational
Supination/Pronation
Figure 3.3: Hierarchy of lower extremity joint movements targeted by reha-
bilitation robots.
We have designed Assessments also as a hierarchy of evaluation metrics
(Figure 3.4): movement quality assessments, effort assessments, psychomo-
toric assessments, muscle strength assessments, kinematic assessments. Each
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assessment subclass has its own subclasses. For instance, MovementQualityAssessments
class contains the following subclasses: bi-manual coordination, combined
task coordination, compensation, dexterity, interlimb coordination, single
joint coordination, visiomotor coordination.
Assessments
Eort
Assessments
AmountOfAssistance
AmountOfCompensation
BiomechanicalWork
EnergyPower
MovementIndependent
MechanicalEort
PainInducedBy
Movement
KinematicAspects
Assessments
MovementQuality
Assessments
MuscleStrength
Assessments
PsychomotoricAspects
Assessments
OxygenConsumption
TimeToInitiateMovement
ActiveROM
PassiveROM
PathLength
WorkspaceOf
Endeector
Speed
CombinedTask
Coordination
Bimanual
Coordination
Interlimb
Coordination
Compensation
Dexterity
SingleJoint
Coordination
Visuomotor
Coordination
Attention
Automaticity
Engagement
HumanLikeness
Endurance
Fatigue
MaxMinForce
GaitRelated
MuscleStiness
Spasticity
VelocityProle
MainSpeed
MaximumAngularVelocity
InJointSpace
MaximumLinearVelocity
AtEndEector
OtherSpeedAssessment
CenterOfMass
CenterOfPressure
Ground
ReactionForces
OtherGaitRelated
Assessment
Tonic Phasic
OtherMuscleStiness
SpasticityAssessment
Isokinetic
JointTorques
ForceAtEndEector
OtherMaxMinForce
Assessment
MentalEngagement
PhysicalEngagement
ReactionTime
OtherEngagement
Assessment
Figure 3.4: Hierarchy of Assessments.
The other concepts, Owners and References, do not have hierarchies.
Though, for owners, we keep their contact information; and for references,
in addition to their traditional descriptions, we also keep information about
whether they contain results of some clinical studies.
RehabRobo-Onto is essentially a DL knowledge base: the classes, class
hierarchies, data properties and object properties constitute TBox; and the
assertions about the robots constitute ABox.
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3.2 Development of RehabRobo-Onto
Based on the design of the classes, their properties, subclasses, relations be-
tween classes, we need to represent the ontology formally using a logic-based
ontology language. Considering the standards of W3C8, we have decided to
represent RehabRobo-Onto in the ontology language OWL 2 DL, with
OWL/XML syntax.
We have chosen OWL due to its expressive power over RDF, as explained
in Section 2.6. OWL has DL based semantics and is decidable. On the one
hand, DL provides well-defined semantics and supports powerful reasoning
tools. We can express such disjoint classes, range restrictions and cardinality
restrictions with OWL DL, one of the variants of OWL. Since we want to
restrict the ranges of the properties and make some classes (e.g., subclasses
of assessments) disjoint, OWL DL seems to be suitable; however, we need
additional restrictions. For instance, we want to restrict the range of values
allowed for some properties, such as maximum/minimum range of motion of
the movements, or year of the references. This datatype restriction is allowed
in OWL 2 DL, which is an extension of OWL DL that preserves decidability.
We now give references to the parts of RehabRobo-Onto that contain
these desired features. For instance, we can describe the following subclasses
of assessments as disjoint with DL.
EffortAssessment u MuscleStrengthAssessment v⊥
We describe such disjoint classes using Protégé, ontology editor. In
Figure 3.5, the same disjointness description is done in the graphical user
interface of Protégé.
Using Protégé, we can also use a cardinality restriction for ownedBy re-
8http://www.w3.org/standards/
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Figure 3.5: Declaring disjoint classes in Protégé.
lation between RehabRobots and Owners to declare that every rehabilitation
robot is owned by at most one owner. Declaring ownedBy as a functional
object property, as shown in Figure 3.6, is sufficient to describe such knowl-
edge.
We restrict the range of the has_Year property of References in the
ontology, as shown in Figure 3.7.
After deciding on the ontology language, we have used the OWL ontology
editor Protégé [28] to construct RehabRobo-Onto by describing gen-
eral concepts and their properties/relations. RehabRobo-Onto consists of
TBox, which contains terminological knowledge; and ABox, which contains
assertional knowledge. We define concepts and their properties/relations in
TBox, and the instances in ABox. We have used Protégé solely to describe
the TBox; however, our knowledge base also contains some assertions, infor-
mation about the robots, in the ABox. How we enable the robot designers
to add assertions is explained in the next section.
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Figure 3.6: Declaring ownedBy relation in Protégé.
Figure 3.7: Restricting range of has_Year in Protégé.
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3.3 Maintaining RehabRobo-Onto
Once we represent general concepts and their properties/relations about reha-
bilitation robots in OWL, we are not done yet. We would like the rehabilita-
tion robotics ontology to be shared by researchers so that robot designers can
add/modify information about their robots, and both rehabilitation robotics
experts and physical medicine experts can ask queries over it. Therefore, we
would like to allow researchers to add information about specific rehabili-
tation robots by “assertions” (like, “the rehabilitation robot whose name is
AssistOn-Wrist is a wrist robot and it has clinic use”) as well.
Such assertions about specific individuals can be added to RehabRobo-
Onto using Protégé. However, since Protégé downloads the whole on-
tology to be able to add new information, ensuring that the users add infor-
mation to RehabRobo-Onto without letting them modify other parts of
the ontology may be problematic. Also, assuming that the existing robotics
experts and physical medicine experts know about DL and logic-based ontol-
ogy languages, that they have experience in using DL reasoners or Semantic
Web technologies, and that they keep track of the most recent versions of
these software, may not be reasonable along our goals for an effective use of
the rehabilitation ontology.
To facilitate the effective use of the rehabilitation ontology by different
users, we have designed a tool (called RehabRobo-Query ) with an easy-
to-use intelligent user interface. Such a user interface should be interactive
such that it should guide the user through robot addition. Moreover, a user
might forget to add an information or postpone entering a particular property
to make sure that it is correct. In this case, the user interface should support
modification of the assertions afterwards. There may be cases where a reha-
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bilitation robot should be removed completely. For this purpose, deletion of
an assertion should be supported as well. RehabRobo-Query provides all
of these features by allowing robotics researchers to add/modify information
to/in RehabRobo-Onto about their robots by following consecutive tabs
of the intelligent user interface, without having to know about the underlying
logic-based formalism.
Registration
Only registered users can add/modify/delete information to/in/fromRehabRobo-
Onto. One can register by entering his/her name, institution, e-mail address
and a password. Next, RehabRobo-Query sends a confirmation mail in-
cluding an activation link. Once the user clicks on the link, then his/her
membership gets confirmed. Registered users and their passwords are ad-
ministrated by a database. For security, access to this database utilizes
encryption via the cryptographic hash function SHA-1 [1].
Adding Information to RehabRobo-Onto
When the user wants to add information about his/her robot, he/she should
enter the name of the robot first (Figure 3.8). Then, RehabRobo-Query
checks whether a robot with the given name exists in the ontology. This is
done using DL reasoner Pellet, with the following SPARQL query.
SELECT ?robot
WHERE {
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:has_Name ’<robotName>’.
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Figure 3.8: Adding a new robot to RehabRobo-Onto.
}
We pass the name of the robot to this query before execution. If there
is a robot in the ontology with such a name, then it lists some options, as
shown in Figure 3.9. Otherwise, the user continues to add information by
navigating the tabs.
Relevant properties are grouped into a tab in RehabRobo-Query. For
instance, General Info tab (Figure 3.10) contains functionality, targeted pop-
ulation, targeted disorder, intervention time and disorder level. Kinematic
Properties tab (Figure 3.11) contains motion capabilities, kinematic type,
mechanism type and interaction type. We represent functional properties
with radio buttons and relational properties with comboboxes. The targeted
joint movements are entered via Targeted Joints and Power Transmission
tabs, as shown in Figures 3.12, 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15. By clicking on a joint,
its minimum/maximum ranges of motion and its range of motion type can
be entered in Targeted Joints tab. Similarly, by clicking on a joint, its actu-
ation, transmission and backdrivability properties can be specified in Power
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Figure 3.9: Warning for an existing robot with available options.
Figure 3.10: Adding to RehabRobo-Onto general information about the
rehabilitation robot AssistOn-Wrist.
Transmission tab. The user can specify measured assessment metrics in As-
sessment tab (Figure 3.16). Since some of the subclasses of assessments have
further subclasses, specifying particular metrics are handled by the pop-up
windows, opened after clicking on a relevant assessment metric. Control
Modes tab includes comboboxes for the control modes property only, and in
Related Pubs tab (Figure 3.17) the user can add the publications related to
his/her rehabilitation robot.
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Figure 3.11: Adding to RehabRobo-Onto kinematic properties of the re-
habilitation robot AssistOn-Wrist.
Figure 3.12: Adding to RehabRobo-Onto targeted joints of the rehabili-
tation robot AssistOn-Wrist.
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Figure 3.13: Adding to RehabRobo-Onto a targeted joint (wrist) of the
rehabilitation robot AssistOn-Wrist, from a pop-up window.
Figure 3.14: Adding to RehabRobo-Onto power transmissions of the re-
habilitation robot AssistOn-Wrist.
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Figure 3.15: Adding to RehabRobo-Onto power transmissions of a tar-
geted joint (wrist), from a pop-up window.
Figure 3.16: Adding to RehabRobo-Onto assessments of the rehabilitation
robot AssistOn-Wrist.
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Figure 3.17: Adding to RehabRobo-Onto related publications of the re-
habilitation robot AssistOn-Wrist.
As the user describes the robot by filling the tabs, he/she has the chance
to return to any tab to change the information. After entering all proper-
ties of the robot, in the End tab, all the information entered by the user is
displayed as a summary for the last time. After the user checks the informa-
tion and confirms its addition to RehabRobo-Onto, the information about
the rehabilitation robot is transformed into assertions in OWL and added to
RehabRobo-Onto.
Modifying RehabRobo-Onto
A user can modify or delete his/her own robots only. First the relevant
robots are found by querying RehabRobo-Onto using the DL reasoner
Pellet [67] via Jena [50], and listed in a pull-down menu (Figure 3.18). To
find the robots that are owned by a user, we query RehabRobo-Onto with
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the following ready-to-use SPARQL query. To this query, we pass the e-mail
address of the user, since it is the unique property of the user.
SELECT DISTINCT ?robotName
WHERE {
?owner rdf:type rr:Owners.
?owner rr:has_Mail ’<mail>’.
?robot rr:ownedBy ?owner.
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:has_Name ?robotName.
}
For modification, after the user chooses a robot from the list, the user
interface that we have seen earlier for adding information appears but now
with tabs filled with the robot’s properties. The user can make changes via
this interface and the updated information can be saved as a set of assertions
in OWL, in a new file while keeping the previous version as “modified”. For
deletion, after the user chooses a robot from the list, the relevant file con-
taining assertions about that robot is marked as “deleted”. Note that in both
cases, we keep the information about the robot before modification/deletion
as well; these files may be needed if the user accidentally deletes his/her
robot from RehabRobo-Onto, or modifies it incorrectly.
Authorization
When a user wants to make changes on a robot that the user is not au-
thorized to make changes about, the permission of its owner is required via
RehabRobo-Query. After clicking Modify with Permission in Figure 3.9,
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Figure 3.18: Robots that are owned/mainted by a particular user.
the same user interface for modification and addition appears with tabs filled
with the robot’s properties. The user makes modifications navigating the tabs
and in the End tab, the user checks the information and confirms sending
a request to the owner of the robot. The information entered by the user
is saved as a set of assertions, marked as “requested”. Then the information
is sent to the e-mail address of the owner for confirmation. Once the owner
confirms the new information, requested assertion is replaced as the latest
version of this robot, while keeping the previous version as “modified”. If the
owner does not confirm the new information, the requested information is
deleted from the server.
Feedback
After adding, modifying and deleting information, RehabRobo-Query al-
lows users to provide feedback about the system. To prevent automated
access to the system by computer programs, Google reCAPTCHA9 is used.
9http://www.google.com/recaptcha
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Figure 3.19: An overview of RehabRobo-Query.
3.4 Overall System Architecture
The overall system architecture for RehabRobo-Query on the cloud is
illustrated in Figure 3.19.
Since RehabRobo-Query is a Web-based system available via Amazon
Web Server, it consists of two parts: client and server. In general, client part
provides interaction with the user whereas server part makes the operations
that user does not actually see, in the background.
After entering the web page, the user sees a set of texts and buttons,
that are designed to guide the user through pages. For adding or modify-
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ing robots, RehabRobo-Query provides more graphical features, such as
radiobuttons, checkboxes or pop-up windows to make this process easier for
the user. These features are provided with a set of HTML and CSS files. We
use the components that Twitter Bootstrap [44] provides for styling the web
pages.
According to the instructions that the user specifies on the user interface,
RehabRobo-Query modifies the components that the user sees, or changes
the displayed web page. For that, we use JavaScript to specify how the user
interface changes according to the instructions. Therefore, instructions are
JavaScript calls that cause the web page or the components in the web page
to change. For instance, when the user finishes entering information about a
robot and clicks Add button, a JavaScript call is generated and according to
the operations in the background, the web page displays an error message in
the same window, or moves to the feedback page, indicating that addition is
successful.
Up to this point, we have described the client part of RehabRobo-
Query. In order to make the operations that are requested by the user,
the client part should interact with the server part. Ajax is a technique to
provide such interactions. Using Ajax scripts, we can make calls to the server
side and then get a return value indicating success or error. We utilize Ajax,
and we make Ajax calls from the scripts in JavaScript. In particular, we use
the JavaScript library JQuery [13] because it enables Ajax interactions with
the server side scripts. For example, assume that a user wants to add a new
robot. Then, the user enters information and clicks Add button. When the
user clicks Add button, the JavaScript calls are generated to the scripts that
are associated with addition page. Then, in these scripts, the information
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about the robot in the tabs are collected and serialized. After that, the script
sends the serialized information about the robot to the server side with an
Ajax call and waits for a response, or if the Ajax call is asynchronized, the
script continues to execute rest of the script while waiting for the response
from the Ajax call.
Reasoning, SPARQL querying, file operations, and authentication are
done on the server side. Ajax calls from the client side start execution
of associated PHP scripts. For instance, when the user tries to log in to
RehabRobo-Query by entering the user name and password, then through
the JavaScript file associated with login page, an Ajax call is done to a lo-
gin script in PHP. Then, this script gets the entered information via Ajax,
connects to the user database and runs an SQL query over MySQL, to check
whether such a user exists. If a user exists, then PHP script sets the ses-
sion for this user and returns success. Otherwise, it catches the possible
exceptions and returns failure.
Both the user database and the rehabilitation robotics ontology are stored
on the server. We store the assertions about each rehabilitation robot in a
separate file, to make it easy to modify/delete RehabRobo-Onto as well as
for efficient query answering. In other words, when the user adds information
about his/her robot, it is stored (in OWL/XML syntax) as an assertion in a
unique file. The terminology of the ontology (that consists of classes, their
properties and relations as described in Section 3.1) is kept in a separate file,
also in OWL/XML syntax. The ontology RehabRobo-Onto consists of the
terminological part and the assertions of the robots. Users are not allowed
to modify the terminological part of the ontology, but only assertions about
the robots.
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When the user modifies (resp., deletes) information about his/her robot,
then we mark the related assertion file as “modified” (resp., “deleted”). We
do such file manipulations from PHP scripts. Thus, when the user chooses a
robot and clicks Delete from the user interface, then we call the associated
deletion script in PHP, via an Ajax call. Then, we locate the related file in
the server and mark it as deleted.
Adding new assertions and querying with SPARQL is done by making
calls to Java functions that utilize Jena Framework and DL reasoner Pel-
let. For that, we call our ready-to-use functions in Java, from PHP scripts.
Calling Java functions from PHP scripts is enabled with the PHP-Java bridge
of Zend Framework. We have functions to extract related information about
robots, such as getting the references of a robot or getting the assessments of
a robot. We also have a function to add a new assertion into RehabRobo-
Onto or to execute a query over RehabRobo-Onto. For instance, after
the user enters information about a robot and clicks Add button, the asso-
ciated PHP script gets the information from the client side and delegates to
the related Java function for robot addition. Then, the assertions about the
properties of the robot are added one by one, and all of them are written on
a unique file. If the user chooses to modify a robot, then the associated PHP
scripts for modification call the Java functions to extract the information
(targeted joints, general information etc.) about the robot. Such Java func-
tions use Pellet to load the terminology and the related assertions. Then,
a ready-to-use SPARQL query is executed by completing the query with the
related robot’s ID. The SPARQL query that we use to extract the references
is as follows.
SELECT ?refInd
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WHERE {
rr:<robotID> rr:hasReference ?refInd.
}
After extracting the indices of the references, we extract their relevant
information. For instance, the following query returns the title of a reference.
SELECT ?title
WHERE {
rr:<refInd> rr:has_Title ?title.
}
We get the answers from Pellet and serialize them to send back to the
PHP scripts. On the client side, we unserialize them and fill the user interface
with related information.
We give the details of the addition process by presenting the work flow
in Figure 3.20 and the data flow in Figure 3.21. The main work flow, which
covers the login of the user to reach to the main page, is shown in Figure 3.22.
The work flow of modification starts by getting the user’s robots via Jena
framework. Then, the system displays robot names to the user and the user
chooses a robot to modify. After modifying information and clicking Modify,
the name of the file containing assertions for this robot, say “RehabOntoIn-
stance_R5.owl” is changed to “modified_RehabOntoInstance_R5.owl”. The
rest of this process involves connecting to Jena framework again, which is the
same process as in addition. The work flow of deletion begins by displaying
user’s robots and getting a choice, which is same as modification. Then, the
system asks if the user is sure about the deletion. If the user chooses “yes”,
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then the name of the file containing assertions for this robot, say “RehabOn-
toInstance_R5.owl” is changed to “deleted_RehabOntoInstance_R5.owl”. If
the user chooses “no”, then the system returns to main menu.
User enters a robot name
Send the robot name to the server side via AJAX
Connect to Java via Zend Framework
From the server, nd all les that 
contain assertions
Pellet (via Jena) loads RehabOnto.owl (TBox)
and all of the assertions (ABox)
Construct a SPARQL query 
to nd a robot with the given name
Such a robot exists?
Yes
YesDoes the current user
own this robot?
No
Display error message with two options:
View and Modify with Permission
Display warning message, 
guide the user for modication
No
User enters information about the robot 
and clicks Add
Send information to server via Ajax
Assign a unique ID for this robot
Connect to Java via Zend Framework
Return success to PHP, then to AJAX
Display feedback page, get feedback
Load RehabOnto.owl (TBox), create a 
new model that imports TBox and 
includes the entered assertions
Write the model to 
“RehabOntoInstance_R<unique_id>.owl”
Figure 3.20: Work flow of addition.
3.5 RehabRobo-Onto on the Cloud
We utilize Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) for both develop-
ing and maintaining RehabRobo-Onto, and for querying RehabRobo-
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User Ajax request to PHP, 
then to MySQL
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with user’s mail
mail, password
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user’s choice
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Ask for a 
robot name
robot
name
AJAX request to PHP, 
then to Java via
Zend Framework
RehabRobo-Onto (TBox+ABox)
robot
queryresponsewith success
Show other
options
response
with failure
User enters rest of the
information, clicks Add
all properties
of robotCheck the properties
for emptiness
Robot Index File
unique id
requestnew id<unique_id>
properties,
new id
Add new assertions
via Jena Framework
TBox
terminology
import
requestget
terminology
new
le
RehabOntoInstance_R<unique_id>.owl
Figure 3.21: Data flow of addition.
Onto via RehabRobo-Query. Amazon EC2 is a web service that provides
resizable compute capacity in the cloud, and makes web-scale computing
easier for developers. Considering the possibility of various researchers from
around the world add/modify/query RehabRobo-Onto via RehabRobo-
Query, and the possibility of integrating various sorts of knowledge on the
web related to rehabilitation robotics, Amazon EC2 provides a reliable en-
vironment for development and maintenance of RehabRobo-Onto and
RehabRobo-Query. RehabRobo-Query is available via a webpage10
hosted by a Web server running on Amazon EC2.
The server utilizes a standard LAMP stack, which refers to Linux, Apache
HTTP Server, MySQL and PHP. In particular, the server runs on Ubuntu
12.04 (64 bit), utilizing Apache v2, MySQL v5.5 and PHP v5.3. While
Apache provides a web server, server side development is done by PHP and
the user database is stored in a MySQL database.
To access RehabRobo-Query, having a javascript enabled web browser
10http://hmi.sabanciuniv.edu/?page_id=781
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Display login page
User enters mail address and password
Pass information to PHP, using AJAX
Check database and send back the response
Such a user exists
(with approved activation)?
User choice?
No
Yes
Display main page
AddAddition Process Modication ProcessModify
Delete
Deletion Process
Figure 3.22: Main work flow, including login.
is sufficient. In particular, RehabRobo-Query is tested with Google Chrome
24.0.1312.70, Mozilla Firefox 16.0.2, Opera 12.01 and Internet Explorer 8+.
For reliable maintenance, we conduct regular backups of RehabRobo-
Onto. With regular backups, it is also possible to restore further data that
may be lost, such as requested but declined modifications of a robot.
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Chapter 4
4 RehabRobo-Query
Reasoning over RehabRobo-Onto is done by means of answering questions
posed by the user in natural language. To overcome the ambiguities in the
vocabulary and grammar of natural languages, we introduce a Controlled
Natural Language (CNL), a subset of a natural language with a restricted
vocabulary and grammar. A CNL is essentially formal language, and thus it
is not difficult to convert a CNL to a logic-based formalisms. In that sense,
a CNL facilitates the use of automated reasoners to find answers to queries
expressed in a CNL.
In order to express queries about rehabilitation robots, we designed and
developed a new CNL, called RehabRobo-CNL. Although we designed
RehabRobo-CNL considering RehabRobo-Onto, it is possible to expand
it to support queries about integrated knowledge resources (e.g., patients,
diseases, genetic information).
Some example queries are listed in Table 4.1. To answer these queries,
RehabRobo-Query transforms them into the formal query description lan-
guage SPARQL, also an official W3C Recommendation. To give an overall
idea of the transformation, consider, for instance, the following query (Q1 in
Table 4.1):
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Table 4.1: Sample Queries in RehabRobo-CNL
Q1 What are the robots that target some wrist movements with actu-
ation=’series elastic’?
Q2 What are the effort metrics that are evaluated by some robots with
active degree of freedom ≥ 2?
Q3 What are the movement quality metrics that are evaluated by all
robots with motion capability = ’grounded’ ?
Q4 What are the users with institution=’Sabanci University’ and that
own/maintain the robot ’AssistOn-Wrist’?
Q5 What are the publications with clinical study and that do not ref-
erence any robots with active degree of freedom ≤ 1?
Q6 What are the movements that are targeted by some robots with
(some intervention time or with all targeted disorders)?
Q7 What are the publications without clinical study or that reference
some robots that do not evaluate any movement quality metrics?
Q8 What are the robots that target the shoulder horizontal abduc-
tion/adduction with range of motion type=’active’ or that target
the elbow flexion/extension with transmission={belt drive, cable
drive}?
Q9 What are the robots that target all foot movements and (with tar-
geted population=’pediatric’ or with control modes={active, assis-
tive})?
Q10 What are the publications with place of publication ’ICORR’ and
that reference some robots that are owned/maintained by some users
with institution ’Sabanci University’ ?
Q11 What are the robots with no targeted disorder or (with intervention
time!=’chronic’ and with motion capability=’grounded’) or with no
disorder level?
Q12 What are the robots with interaction type = ’exoskeleton’ and that
target some finger movements ( with actuation = ’electrical’ or with
actuation = ’hydrolic’ or with actuation = ’series elastic’ ) ?
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What are the robots that target some wrist movements with actuation=’series
elastic’?
First, we parse this query and represent it as a tree. The following tree de-
scribes a concept: A robot that targets some wrist movements with actuation
’series elastic’.
root-node
that-node
with-node
“What are the robots”
“that target some wrist movements”
“with actuation = ’series elastic’ ”
Second, we transform the tree into a DL concept by traversing the tree.
The following DL concept corresponds to the tree above.
Robot u ∃targets.(WristMovement u ∃actuation.{series elastic})
Third, we transform the DL concept into a SPARQL concept and con-
struct the SPARQL query:
SELECT DISTINCT ?name
WHERE {
?robot1 rr:has_Name ?name.
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot1 rr:targets ?movement1.
?movement1 rdf:type rr:WristMovements.
?movement1 rr:has_Actuation ’series elastic’.
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}Finally, we execute the SPARQL query and get the answer from Pellet
(answer is “AssistOn-Mobile”).
The answers to a given query are presented to the user as a list. If
the query is about robots, then we also enable the users to click on one of
the robots. By clicking one of the listed robots, the users can view further
properties of these robots.
4.1 RehabRobo-CNL
RehabRobo-Query allows users to express queries about rehabilitation
robots. We introduced a controlled natural language (CNL), calledRehabRobo-
CNL, to express these queries.
The grammar ofRehabRobo-CNL is shown in Table 4.2. WithRehabRobo-
CNL, it is possible to construct queries that contain nested relative clauses,
disjunctions, conjunctions, negations, and quantifications; such as some, all,
any, none.
To eliminate the ambiguities in nesting of conjunctions and disjunctions,
RehabRobo-CNL provides two ways of constructing a query: A query in
RehabRobo-CNL should either be in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF),
or in Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF). In other words, RehabRobo-CNL
supports conjunctions of simple disjunctions, and disjunctions of simple con-
junctions. No further nesting of conjunctions (resp., disjunctions) in a simple
disjunction (resp., conjunction) is allowed. A query can contain any number
of conjunctions and disjunctions on the condition that they match to the rule
above. An example of a query in CNF is as follows.
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Table 4.2: The Grammar of RehabRobo-CNL
Query → WhatQuery QuestionMark
WhatQuery → What are the Type() GeneralRelation
GeneralRelation → SimpleRelation NestedRelation∗
SimpleRelation → (that RelativeClause)+
SimpleRelation → that InstanceRelation
SimpleRelation → WithRelation
NestedRelation → (and LP SimpleDisjunction RP)∗
NestedRelation → (or LP SimpleConjunction RP)∗
SimpleDisjunction → (SimpleRelation or)∗ SimpleRelation
SimpleConjunction → (SimpleRelation and)∗ SimpleRelation
RelativeClause → V erb() (some | all | the) Type()
RelativeClause → Neg V erb() any Type()
InstanceRelation → Neg? V erb() the Type() Instance()
WithRelation → with Noun() EqCheck V alue()+
WithRelation → with Quantifier Noun()
WithRelation → (with | without) Noun()
EqCheck → = | ! = | ≤ | ≥
Quantifier → some | all | none
Neg → Neg()
LP → (
RP → )
QuestionMark → ?
What are the robots with mechanism type=’hybrid’ and (with motion ca-
pability =’grounded’ or with functionality=’clinic’) and that target some wrist
movements?
The following query is in DNF:
“What are the robots with no targeted disorder or (with active degree of
freedom>1 and with control modes=’{active,assistive}’ and with no disorder
level)?”
The italic functions in the grammar extract relevant information from
RehabRobo-Onto. These ontology functions are described in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: The Ontology Functions
Type() Returns the types that correspond to concept names. They
are: Robots, movements, users, publications and metrics.
Instance() Returns robot names for robots and user names for users.
V erb() Returns the verbs that correspond to object properties be-
tween concepts. Returns both active and passive forms of
these verbs. Active forms of these verbs are: Target, evalu-
ate, reference, own.
Noun() Returns the nouns that correspond to data properties. ex.
targeted disorder, active degree of freedom.
V alue() Returns the suitable values according to a given noun. Cor-
responds to the pre-defined ranges of data properties.
Neg() Returns a suitable negation phrase. These phases are: do
not, are not.
The information extracted with the ontology functions are coupled by
their relevance. For instance, only the verb “reference” can appear after the
type Publications. By matching types with verbs, it is possible to prevent
semantically wrong queries like “What are the publications that target some
shoulder movements?”. All of the matches between types and verbs are shown
in Table 4.4. Similarly, it is necessary to match verbs with types.
Table 4.5 lists the available types that can occur after a verb in the query
(e.g., in a RelativeClause).
Table 4.5 also demonstrates what kinds of types are extracted from the
ontology according to the query. If a quantifier such as “some” is used in
a relative clause, then the types which have a number of subclasses are ex-
tracted. If “the” keyword is used after the verb, then the leaf classes are
extracted to select one specific type. The following query illustrates the first
case.
What are the robots that evaluate some wrist movements?
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Since wrist movements class have subclasses (e.g., wrist flexion/extension,
wrist radial deviation/ulnar deviation) in RehabRobo-Onto, this query
will retrieve all robots that target at least one of these subclasses. An example
for a query with “the” is as follows.
What are the robots that target the wrist radial deviation/ulnar deviation?
Wrist radial deviation/ulnar deviation is a leaf class. It is also a subclass
of wrist movements. This query will retrieve the robots that target this
specific wrist movement. If there is a robot that targets some other wrist
movements but wrist radial deviation/ulnar deviation, then this robot will
not be included in the answer to this query.
Table 4.4: Verbs that can occur after the nouns
Type() that V erb()
robots → target
robots → are owned/maintained
robots → evaluate
movements → are targeted by
users → own/maintain
publications → reference
effort metrics → are evaluated by
kinematic aspect metrics → are evaluated by
movement quality metrics → are evaluated by
muscle strength metrics → are evaluated by
psychomotoric aspect metrics → are evaluated by
In RehabRobo-CNL, the instances of the concepts are represented by
one of their distinctive properties. For robots, this distinctive property is its
name; for users, it is the user name. To illustrate, when the user wants to
query about AssistOn-Shoulder, s/he specifies the instance using the name of
the robot. For movements and metrics, there is no such distinctive property
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Table 4.5: Types that can occur after the verbs
V erb() (some | all | any∗ | the) Type()
target (some | all | any) all movements except leaf classes
target the leaf classes of movements
evaluate (some | all | any) all metrics except leaf classes
evaluate the leaf classes of metrics
are targeted by (some | all | any) robots
are evaluated by (some | all | any) robots
reference (some | all | any) robots
own (some | all | any) robots
are owned by (some | all | any) users
∗ any is used after negative verbs.
because the concept names are sufficient to specify a movement or metric.
In fact, using RelativeClause is sufficient to query about them. To query
about robots or users, however, we use InstanceRelation to extract the
instances. Table 4.6 demonstrates the relevant properties of the instances
that appear when a type is selected.
Table 4.6: Instances that can occur after the types
Type() Instance()
robot → name of the robot
user → username of the user
In addition to types and verbs, types are matched with the relevant nouns,
as shown in Table 4.7. For instance, control modes are matched with robots
whereas actuation is matched with movements. Further, the values for the
nouns are extracted to allow suitable entries from the users. These values
are listed in Table 4.8. The values can be considered as ranges of the nouns,
that the user can choose from.
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Table 4.7: Nouns that can occur after the types
Type() with Noun()
robots → active degree of freedom
robots → control modes
robots → disorder level
robots → functionality
robots → interaction type
robots → intervention time
robots → kinematic type
robots → motion capability
robots → name
robots → passive degree of freedom
robots → targeted disorder
robots → targeted population
movements → actuation
movements → backdrivability
movements → backdrivability type
movements → maximum range of motion
movements → minimum range of motion
movements → range of motion type
movements → transmission
publications → authors
publications → clinical study
publications → place of publication
publications → title
publications → url
publications → year
users → institution
users → mail
users → username
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Table 4.8: Values that can occur after the nouns
Noun() ∗ V alue()
active DoF∗∗ → any integer value entered by the user
actuation → electrical, electro-rheological, hydrolic, pneu-
matic, series elastic, variable impedance, other
authors → one of the authors that are added to the ontol-
ogy up to now
backdrivability → backdrivable, non-backdrivable
backdrivability type → active, passive
control modes → ADL, BCI, EMG, active, assistive, bilateral,
multilateral, passive, resistive
disorder level → mild, moderate, severe
functionality → clinic,home
institution → one of the institutions that are added to the
ontology up to now
interaction type → exoskeleton, mixed, suspension, end effector
intervention time → acute, chronic, subacute
kinematic type → hybrid, parallel, serial
motion capability → grounded, mobile
name → one of the robot names that are added to the
ontology up to now
passive DoF → any integer value entered by the user
place of publication → one of the places of publication that are added
to the ontology up to now
maximum RoM∗∗∗ → any float value entered by the user
minimum RoM → any float value entered by the user
RoM type → active, passive
targeted disorder → stroke, spine cord injury
targeted population → adult, pediatric
title → one of the publication titles that are added to
the ontology up to now
transmission → belt drive, cable drive, capstan drive, direct
drive, gear train, harmonic drive, other
url → one of the urls that are added to the ontology
up to now
username → one of the usernames that are added to the on-
tology up to now
year → any year (integer value) entered by the user
∗ (EqCheck|Quantifier)
∗∗ degree of freedom
∗∗∗ range of motion 69
4.2 Transforming a Query in RehabRobo-CNL to a SPARQL
Query
To answer a query in RehabRobo-CNL, we transform the query into a
SPARQL query with the following steps.
1. We parse the query and form a query description tree.
2. We traverse the tree and obtain a DL concept description.
3. We transform the DL concept into a SPARQL concept.
4. We form a SPARQL query.
Query Description Trees (QDT)
We use a rooted, directed tree, called query description tree (QDT), to parse
the RehabRobo-CNL query entered by the user. In this tree, there are five
types of nodes:
• root-node: Represents the sort of the query.
• that-node: Represents a relative clause beginning with “that”.
• with-node: Represents a relative clause beginning with “with”.
• and-node: Represents a conjunction.
• or-node: Represents a disjunction.
Every root/that/with-node characterizes a phrase and a type/instance.
An and/or-node cannot be a leaf. For each path from the root node to a leaf
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node, there can be at most one and-node and one or-node. With-nodes are
leaves only. That-node has one child only.
Consider, for instance, the QDT in Figure 4.1 for the query: “What are
the robots that target some shoulder movements with actuation=’electrical’
and (with transmission=’cable drive’ or with transmission=’direct drive’)?”
root-node
that-node
with-node
“What are the robots”
“that target some shoulder movements”
“with actuation=’electrical’ ”
and-node
or-node
with-node
“with transmission=’cable drive’ ”
with-node
“with transmission=’direct drive’ ”
Figure 4.1: Tree representation of the sample query.
This tree is constructed online while the user expresses the query by the
help of the user interface. The root denotes the beginning of the query “What
are the robots...”. According to the root, the answer to the query will contain
robot names only. Since the query is about robots, the type contained in the
root is “robot”.
The relative clause about these robots is the child of the root, and since
this relative clause starts with “that”, it is a that-node. The type contained
in this node is “shoulder movement”.
The query continues with a conjunction of relative clauses, including a
simple disjunction. Clauses joined with a conjunction (resp., disjunction) are
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characterized by an and-node (resp., or-node) as their parent. Since these
relative clauses start with “with”, they are with-nodes. They include values
of properties instead of types.
From QDT to a DL concept
The tree representing the query, in fact, represents a concept. While creating
a query, we define a new concept and search for its instances. Retrieved
instances that fit our description are the answers to our query.
By a depth-first traversal of a QDT, we represent the corresponding con-
cept in Description Logics (DL) as presented in Algorithm 1. Algorithm 2
demonstrates the transformation for a that-node and Algorithm 3 demon-
strates the transformation for a with-node.
As the algorithm traverses a QDT, according to the types of nodes, it
generates parts of the DL concept. For instance, let us explain Algorithm 1
by an example. Suppose that the input is the tree in Figure 4.1. It starts
from the root node and enters the first if condition. Since the associated
class of the node is “robot”, our concept description starts with Robot. Then,
the algorithm calls transform recursively for each child of the root node. In
the first recursive call, since the current node is a that-node, the algorithm
calls transformThatNode (Algorithm 2) and passes that-node as an input.
Since it has a child node, the first condition of having children is satisfied.
Next, the algorithm calls transform for its child node, and-node, whose
children are conjoined after each transformation. The first child of and-node
is transformed into an existential restriction by calling transformWithNode
(Algorithm 3). The second child of and-node contains a simple disjunction.
The algorithm transforms the information in the children of or-node into
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existential restrictions and disjoins them. Finally, the algorithm finishes
recursions and returns to that-node, covers the transformation of its children
with brackets, and transforms that-node into an existential restriction. The
resulting DL concept that is returned from the algorithm is as follows.
Robot u ∃targets.(ShoulderMovementsu
(∃actuation.{electrical}u
(∃transmission.{cabledrive} unionsq ∃transmission.{directdrive})))
Algorithm 1: transform
Input : A tree T representing the concept that the user described
Output: A DL concept description Q that represents the concept in T
// n.class denote associated class of a node n
// n.children denote children of a node n
Q← ∅;
n← first (root) node in T ;
if n is a root-node then
Q← Q u n.class;
foreach child node c ∈ n.children do
Q← Q u transform(c);
else if n is a that-node then
Q← Q u transformThatNode(n);
else if n is a with-node then
Q← Q u transformWithNode(n);
else if n is an and-node OR n is an or-node then
tempQ← ∅;
foreach child node c ∈ n.children do
if n is an and-node then
tempQ← tempQ u transform(c);
else
tempQ← tempQ unionsq transform(c);
Q← Q u (tempQ);
return Q
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Algorithm 2: transformThatNode
Input : A that-node n
Output: A DL concept description Q that represents the concept in n
// n.class denote associated class of a node n
// n.verb denote associated verb of a node n
// n.negative denote the negativity of a node n
// n.quantifier denote the quantifier of a node n
// n.instance denote the instance of a node n, if exists
// n.child denote child of a node n
// n.class.identifierNoun denote the noun that identifies n.class
Q← ∅;
childQ← ∅;
if n.child is not empty then
childQ← transform(n.child);
else if n includes an instance then
childQ← ∃(n.class.identifierNoun).{n.instance};
if n.quantifier = ALL then
if n.verb is passive then
Q← Q u ∀(n.verb)−.((n.class) u childQ);
else
Q← Q u ∀(n.verb).((n.class) u childQ);
else
// If there is no quantifier or the quantifier is SOME
if n.verb is passive then
Q← Q u ∃(n.verb)−.((n.class) u childQ);
else
Q← Q u ∃(n.verb).((n.class) u childQ);
if n.negative = True then
Q← ¬Q;
return Q
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Algorithm 3: transformWithNode
Input : A with-node n
Output: A DL concept description Q that represents the concept in n
// n.noun denote associated noun of a node n
// n.values denote the list of values of a node n
// n.quantifier denote the quantifier of a node n
// n.aggregator denote the aggregator of a node n
// n.datatype denote datatype of the noun in a node n
Q← ∅;
if n.noun is functional then
if n.datatype = boolean then
Q← Q u ∃(n.noun).{′n.values′0^^xsd : boolean};
else
if n.aggregator =′≥′ or n.aggregator =′≤′ then
Q← Q u ∃(n.noun).(n.aggregator)n.values0 ;
else if n.aggregator =′=′ then
Q← Q u ∃(n.noun).{n.values0};
else if n.aggregator =′! =′ then
foreach value v ∈ n.values do
Q← Q u ¬∃(n.noun).{v};
else
if n.quantifier = NO then
Q← Q u ¬∃(n.noun).xsd : (n.datatype);
else if n.quantifier = ALL then
Q← Q u ∀(n.noun).xsd : (n.datatype);
else if n.quantifier = SOME then
Q← Q u ∃(n.noun).xsd : (n.datatype);
else
if n.aggregator =′=′ then
foreach value v ∈ n.values do
Q← Q u ∃(n.noun).{v};
else if n.aggregator =′! =′ then
foreach value v ∈ n.values do
Q← Q u ¬∃(n.noun).{v};
return Q
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From a DL concept to a SPARQL concept
To obtain a SPARQL concept from a DL concept, we utilize some of the
existing translations in related publications, such as [53] and [24]. We also
introduce some novel transformations that are not covered by other work.
Some transformation examples are shown in Table 4.9. The transformations
without a citation are novel transformations introduced in this thesis.
Novel transformations include the transformation of inverse roles. Con-
sider the inverse role example in Table 4.9. DL representation of this concept
corresponds to the following first-order formula.
∃x.targets(x, y) ∧Robot(x)
In this formula, we state that “there exists a robot x that targets a movement
y”. Our transformation to SPARQL includes two triples, having a common
variable x. The variable x should satisfy two conditions: it must be a robot
and it must target a movement y. According to the semantics of AND operator
(denoted with a dot) in Section 2.3, the result contains the mappings of x
and y to the nodes in the ontology, that agree on the nodes that correspond
to x. This corresponds to the existential restriction in the first-order formula,
that should satisfy two conditions combined with a conjunction. Therefore,
evaluation of the DL concept and the SPARQL concept will return the same
result.
Consider the complement example in Table 4.9. DL representation of this
concept contains a negated existential quantifier. SPARQL transformation
contains a triple covered with FILTER NOT EXISTS. The triple searches for a
mapping of variable x to a node, that is related to another node AssistOn
with an edge that characterizes has_Name relation. This corresponds to an ex-
istential restriction. However, we do not want such mappings of x. Therefore,
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according to the semantics of NOT EXISTS in a filter expression (explained in
Section 2.3), FILTER NOT EXISTS {C} is satisfied if the mapping of C is an
empty set. Therefore, there should not be any mapping of the variables in
C to a node in the ontology. The result that is returned from our SPARQL
concept will not contain any node that satisfies the condition in the triple,
and that corresponds to a negated existential restriction: all x must not have
name AssistOn. Therefore, evaluation of the DL concept and the SPARQL
concept will return the same result.
Finally, consider the universal restriction example in Table 4.9. DL de-
scription of this concept represents the publications that reference all robots,
and for that, it contains a universal quantifier. To represent this concept
with SPARQL, we need to describe such publications by making sure that
there is no robot in the ontology that is not referenced by that publication.
To describe such publications in SPARQL, we use an expression constructed
with two FILTER NOT EXISTS. Since a universal restriction such as ∀xA(x)
corresponds to a negated existential restriction ¬∃x¬A(x), each FILTER NOT
EXISTS operator in the SPARQL query corresponds to a negation.
We first use two triples to represent a publication that references a robot.
Then, we refer to that publication with its variable, x. We also use these
triples to make sure that the query does not return an answer if there is no
robot in the ontology. In such a case, even though the remaining FILTER
expression is satisfied, the set of mappings for x will be an empty set because
none of the publications in the ontology could reference a robot.
The first FILTER NOT EXISTS expression contains another FILTER NOT
EXISTS expression, which contains a triple that represents the robots y2 ref-
erenced by the previously described publication x. There is a triple in the
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first expression as well, that states y2 is a robot. Since both expressions
contain the same variable, the mappings should agree on the robot y2. In
addition, the set of mappings for y2 must be an empty set to satisfy the
inner FILTER NOT EXISTS expression. The outer FILTER NOT EXISTS ex-
pression then contains the instances of the robots (mappings for y2) that
are not referenced by the publication x. The set of such instances must be
empty to satisfy this expression. Otherwise, the query does not return an an-
swer. Therefore, we represent a universal restriction as a negated existential
restriction in SPARQL using its operators.
Let us explain the transformation of a DL concept to a SPARQL concept
by explaining it over our DL concept. The following DL concept is the
concept description that we obtained from our example query.
Robot u ∃targets.(ShoulderMovementsu
(∃actuation.{electrical}u
(∃transmission.{cabledrive} unionsq ∃transmission.{directdrive})))
First, we transform the concept Robot. For that, we assign a variable for
robot, and specify its type, RehabRobots:
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
Second, we transform the existential restriction ∃targets.(ShoulderMovements).
The transformation of an existential restriction results in two triples. The
first triple is about the relation, and the second triple is about the type of
the second variable in the relation. With the following triple, we say that
our robot targets a movement of type ShoulderMovements.
?robot1 rr:targets ?movement1.
?movement1 rdf:type rr:ShoulderMovements.
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Then, the concept description contains a hasValue restriction, which is trans-
formed into one triple. The triple specifying that the targeted movement has
an electrical actuation is as follows.
?movement1 rr:has_Actuation ’electrical’.
Finally, we transform the simple disjunction that contains two hasValue re-
strictions as follows. We combine the triples with UNION, a keyword that
SPARQL provides for disjunctions.
{?movement1 rr:has_Transmission ’cable drive’.}
UNION
{?movement1 rr:has_Transmission ’direct drive’.}
The resulting SPARQL concept:
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot1 rr:targets ?movement1.
?movement1 rdf:type rr:ShoulderMovements.
?movement1 rr:has_Actuation ’electrical’.
{?movement1 rr:has_Transmission ’cable drive’.}
UNION
{?movement1 rr:has_Transmission ’direct drive’.}
Then, we can construct a SPARQL query as follows. We start with a
PREFIX part and we declare the namespace (the location of an ontology on
the Web) of RehabRobo-Onto. Next, we continue with a SELECT clause.
The instances of type Robot, by themselves, are not meaningful to the users.
Thus, we want to display the names of the instances to the users. We specify
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Table 4.9: DL to SPARQL Transformation Examples
Constructor DL SPARQL
Concept [24] Robot ?x rdf:type ns:RehabRobots.
Role [53] targets ?x ns:targets ?y.
Complement ¬∃name.{AssistOn}
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?x ns:has_Name ’AssistOn’.
}
Inverse Role ∃targets−.Robot ?x ns:targets ?y.
?x rdf:type ns:RehabRobots.
Existential Restriction [53] ∃targets.ShoulderMovements ?x ns:targets ?y.
?y rdf:type ns:ShoulderMovements.
hasValue Restriction [53] ∃name.{AssistOn} ?x ns:has_Name ’AssistOn’.
Universal Restriction ∀reference.Robot
?x rr:reference ?y.
?y rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?x rr:reference ?y2.}
?y2 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.}
Intersection [24] Robot u ∃functionality.{clinic} ?x rdf:type ns:RehabRobots.
?x ns:has_Functionality ’clinic’.
Union [24] ∃functionality.{clinic}unionsq∃motionCapability.{grounded}
{?x ns:has_Functionality ’clinic’.}
UNION
{?x ns:has_Motion_Capability ’grounded’.}
it with an additional triple in the beginning of the WHERE clause, and
continue the clause with the transformed SPARQL concept:
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rr: <http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2012/RehabOnto.owl#>
SELECT DISTINCT ?name
WHERE {
?robot1 rr:has_Name ?name.
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot1 rr:targets ?movement1.
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?movement1 rdf:type rr:ShoulderMovements.
?movement1 rr:has_Actuation ’electrical’.
{?movement1 rr:has_Transmission ’cable drive’.}
UNION
{?movement1 rr:has_Transmission ’direct drive’.}
}
In Appendix A, the transformation of each query in Table 4.1 is demon-
strated step by step, including its CNL, tree, DL and SPARQL representa-
tions; and the answers to the queries computed by Pellet.
4.3 Answering Queries Using Pellet
We use the DL reasoner Pellet to find answers to queries, through the Jena
framework. With Pellet, it is possible
• to check the consistency of RehabRobo-Onto, and
• to generate explanations in the case of inconsistencies, and
• to query RehabRobo-Onto with SPARQL.
Consider, for instance, the query Q1 from Table 4.1, whose SPARQL
representation is as follows.
SELECT DISTINCT ?name
WHERE {
?robot1 rr:has_Name ?name.
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot1 rr:targets ?movement1.
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?movement1 rdf:type rr:WristMovements.
?movement1 rr:has_Actuation ’series elastic’.
}
After loading RehabRobo-Onto into Pellet, we present this SPARQL
query to Pellet, and get the following answer:
( ?name = "AssistOn-Mobile" )
Consider, for instance, another query, Q10 from Table 4.1:
What are the publications with place of publication ’ICORR’ and that ref-
erence some robots that are owned/maintained by some users with institution
’Sabanci University’ ?
SPARQL representation of this query is as follows.
SELECT DISTINCT ?name
WHERE {
?publication1 rr:has_Title ?name.
?publication1 rdf:type rr:References.
?publication1 rr:has_PublishedAt ’ICORR’.
?robot1 rr:hasReference ?publication1.
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot1 rr:ownedBy ?user1.
?user1 rdf:type rr:Owners.
?user1 rr:has_Institution ’Sabanci University’.
}
We get the following answers from Pellet to this query:
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( ?name = "Brain Computer Interface based Robotic Rehabilitation
with Online Modification of Task Speed" )
( ?name = "Passive Velocity Field Control of a Forearm-Wrist
Rehabilitation Robot" )
( ?name = "Design of a reconfigurable ankle rehabilitation robot
and its use for the estimation of the ankle impedance" )
In order to prevent inconsistencies in RehabRobo-Onto, we do consis-
tency checks with Pellet. A consistency check can be done before adding an
assertion to RehabRobo-Onto, or before querying RehabRobo-Onto.
An example consistency check in Java is demonstrated in Figure 4.2.
Here, we load the terminology and all of the assertions into the reasoner.
Then, Pellet creates an inference graph and traces the ontology to pinpoint
a contradictory fact, if exists in the ontology. Since RehabRobo-Onto is
consistent, Pellet does not enter the inconsistency condition and displays
a message stating that the ontology is consistent.
Assume that one of the assertions about a robot causes inconsistency in
RehabRobo-Onto, and it is about the motion capability of that robot. We
defined motion capability as a functional property in RehabRobo-Onto;
that is, a robot must have at most one motion capability. Suppose that
a robot has both “grounded” and “mobile” motion capabilities, even though
entering such information is prevented in RehabRobo-Query, by providing
radiobuttons for functional properties. Pellet can detect the statements in
the ontology that cause an inconsistency, as shown in Figure 4.3. We can
instruct Pellet to display the inconsistent statements in OWL/XML format
(as specified in Figure 4.2), or we can iterate over the statements one by one
in triples as shown in Figure 4.3. Pellet can also detect inconsistencies in
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Figure 4.2: Consistency check for RehabRobo-Onto.
TBox and pinpoint the unsatisfiable concepts.
4.4 Intelligent User Interface for RehabRobo-Query
RehabRobo-Query allows users to express queries in RehabRobo-CNL,
about rehabilitation robots, by the help of its intelligent and interactive user
interface.
The main user interface for querying includes a drop-down list, showing
the possible ways to begin a query. Then, according to the user’s choices, it
provides different types of features.
RehabRobo-Query provides auto-completion to help users enter values
for nouns that correspond to data properties of type string.
If the user should choose a concept among a hierarchy, thenRehabRobo-
Query displays an accordion view and enables the user to click on the option
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Figure 4.3: Explanation generation with Pellet.
s/he wants.
In addition, RehabRobo-Query allows multiple selection of values for
relational properties. For functional properties, user is able to select multiple
items for inequality. User can choose a number of options among “less than
or equal”, “more than or equal”, “equal” and “not equal” while entering values
for a data property of type integer or float.
In Figures 4.4 and 4.5, constructing the query Q1 with RehabRobo-
Query is shown.
How the results of a query is displayed to user depends on the query. For
instance, if the query is about robots, then the user sees the names of the
retrieved robots. If the query is about movements or metrics, then the user
sees the concept names instead of the instance URIs which would make no
sense to the user. In Table 4.10 the answers corresponding to the starting
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Figure 4.4: Constructing Q1 (1).
type of the queries are shown.
The answer to this query is shown in Figure 4.6. As seen from this figure,
it is possible to click on the robot name. The user can click on the robot
name to see further properties of this robot.
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Figure 4.5: Constructing Q1 (2).
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Table 4.10: Answers for the query types
Q∗ Type() Answer
robots → names of the robots
movements → leaf classes of the movements
users → usernames of the users
publications → the titles of the publications
effort metrics → leaf classes of the effort metrics
kinematic aspect metrics → leaf classes of the kinematic as-
pect metrics
movement quality metrics → leaf classes of the movement
quality metrics
muscle strength metrics → leaf classes of the muscle
strength metrics
psychomotoric aspect metrics → leaf classes of the psychomotoric
aspect metrics
∗ Q represents the beginning of the query: “What are the”
Figure 4.6: Answer to Q1.
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Chapter 5
5 Interoperability of RehabRobo-Onto
Having a structured formal representation of knowledge about rehabilitation
robots allows reasoning (e.g., answering complex queries) that requires inte-
gration with other knowledge resources. We consider two existing ontologies.
The first one is Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) [60], which is an on-
tology about human anatomy. The second related domain is Human Disease
Ontology (DO) [54], which provides a hiearchy for human diseases.
FMA is first created as a MySQL relational database, then there had been
ongoing efforts to convert FMA into a DL-based representation in OWL, to
stay close to the original representation and to represent the knowledge cor-
rectly. The ontology is open source and its OWL representation is available
online.
DO is also initially developed as a relational database, then made available
in obo format 11. Currently, its OWL representation is available online, which
is created using a conversion script obo2owl, owned by The Open Biological
and Biomedical Ontologies (OBO) Foundry.
11http://www.geneontology.org/GO.format.obo-1_2.shtml
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5.1 Integration with FMA
Below are example queries (FMA1-FMA3) that can be asked over FMA and
RehabRobo-Onto. Under each query, additional information about the
concepts in FMA, the rules in Semantic Web Rules Language (SWRL) [33]
to integrate relevant concepts, SPARQL representations of the queries, and
the answers to the queries are presented. Queries FMA4 -FMA8 are presented
in Appendix B.
SWRL combines OWL DL with the Unary/Binary Datalog RuleML sub-
language. A SWRL rule contains two parts. They are called body and head,
that constitute the antecedent part and the consequent part, respectively.
According to the human readable syntax in [33], where the syntax and se-
mantics of SWRL are described, a SWRL rule has the form as follows.
antecedent→ consequent
As seen from the form above, the rules in SWRL are in the form of an
implication. Therefore, if the conditions in the body are true, then the
conditions in the head are also true. The conditions are constituted using
zero or more atoms; and multiple atoms are conjoined. The atoms that we
consider in this thesis have the form C(?x) where C is a concept and x is a
variable that corresponds to instances. Atoms can be of other forms, such as
properties; however, we do not consider them in this thesis and refer to [33]
for further information.
The variables in a rule are universally quantified, and their scope are
limited to the corresponding rule. According to the safety condition, the
variables in the head of a rule must occur in the body.
We define the semantics of a SWRL rule as follows [33]. An interpretation
I is a tuple I =< R,EC, S >, where R is a set of resources, EC is a mapping
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from concepts to subsets ofR, and S is a mapping from names of the instances
to elements of EC(owl : Thing). A binding B(I) extends an interpretation
I such that S maps variables to elements of EC(owl : Thing). Let C be
an OWL concept and x a variable, then an atom C(x) is satisfied by an
interpretation I under the condition of S(x) ∈ EC(C).
A binding B(I) satisfies a body A (resp., head C) iff B(I) satisfies every
atom in A (resp., C). An interpretation I satisfies a rule iff every binding
B(I) that satisfies the body also satisfies the head.
It is possible to add rules in SWRL into an ontology in OWL, using
Protégé ontology editor. In the examples below, we demonstrate the rules
window of Protégé from where we add rules. In order to add rules that
contain concepts of different ontologies, we import the relevant ontologies.
Then, Protégé allows storing the rules in a seperate file from the ontologies.
To ask queries over the ontologies and the rules, we utilize DL reasoner
Pellet. We load the ontologies and the relevant files that keep the rules.
Then we query over instances as shown in the examples below.
FMA1. What are the body parts that can be affected by some forearm
robots?
In order to answer FMA1, we can add a rule in SWRL to integrate some
parts that can be affected by forearm pronation/supination movement. For
instance, “Ulna” or “Radius” are modeled as constitutional parts of “Forearm”,
and regional parts of “Skeleton of forearm” in FMA (Figure 5.1). In the
figures, we label the edges that relate the relevant concepts as “related”, for
illustration purposes.
Both “constitutional_part_of” and “regional_part_of” are properties that
are subproperties of “part_of”. The rules that integrate concepts Forearm
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and Skeleton of forearm in FMA with the concept ForearmMovements ac-
cording to Figure 5.1 are shown in Figure 5.2. These concepts are integrated
with an SWRL rule, to state that the instances of ForearmMovements are
also instances of Forearm and Skeleton of forearm. We consider the con-
cepts of RehabRobo-Onto in the body of the rules, and the concepts of
the other ontologies in the head. However, it is possible to add rules that
contain concepts of the other ontology in the body whereas the concepts of
RehabRobo-Onto are in the head. Figure 5.2 demonstrates both types of
rules.
The following SPARQL query corresponds to FMA1. With the implica-
tion rule stating that the instances of forearm pronation/supination move-
ment are related to concepts about forearm, we can obtain related concepts
in FMA using the variable of the related movement and rdf:type predicate.
SELECT DISTINCT ?bodyPartLabel
WHERE {
?robot rdf:type rr:ForearmRobots.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?fmaConcept.
?bodyPart rdfs:subClassOf ?restriction.
?restriction owl:onProperty fma:part_of.
?restriction owl:someValuesFrom ?fmaConcept.
?bodyPart rdfs:label ?bodyPartLabel.
}
The answer to FMA1, with the code snippet that presents the query to
Pellet for execution, is shown in Figure 5.3. In this code snippet, the parts
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Bone Organ
UlnaRadius
...
Forearm
Skeleton of forearm
constitutional_part_of
is_a
regional_part_of
ForearmMovements
JointMovements
related
FMA RehabRobo-Onto
related
Figure 5.1: Hierarchy and integration of concepts for FMA1.
of the SPARQL query that relate the integrated concepts are highlighted
with a circle.
FMA2. What are the rehabilitation robots that do not affect a joint
under synovial joint of free limb segment?
SELECT DISTINCT ?robotName
WHERE {
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:has_Name ?robotName.
FILTER NOT EXISTS{
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?fmaConcept.
?fmaConcept rdfs:subClassOf ?superClass.
?superClass rdfs:label ’Synovial joint of free limb segment’.
}
}
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Figure 5.2: Importing ontologies and adding SWRL rules to answer FMA1.
“Synovial joint of free limb segment” concept in FMA has subclasses such
as “Elbow joint”, “Knee joint”, “Wrist joint”, “Ankle joint”. They can be in-
tegrated with the concepts “ElbowMovements”, “KneeMovements”, “Wrist-
Movements” and “AnkleMovements” in RehabRobo-Onto (Figure 5.4).
The rules that integrate relevant concepts for FMA2 are shown in Figure 5.5.
With SWRL, it is also possible to add rules that define new concepts based
on the existing concepts of the different ontologies. For instance, defining a
new concept called “AffectedElbowParts” is shown in Figure 5.6. We define
this new concept with the concepts of FMA and RehabRobo-Onto, using
conjunction.
The answer to FMA2, with the code snippet that presents the query to
Pellet for execution, is shown in Figure 5.7. The answer includes robots
that do not target any movements that can affect elbow, knee, wrist or ankle
joints.
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Figure 5.3: Answer to FMA1.
FMA3. What are the rehabilitation robots that do not affect any muscle
of upper limb?
SELECT DISTINCT ?robotName
WHERE {
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:has_Name ?robotName.
FILTER NOT EXISTS{
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type fmaConcept.
?fmaConcept rdfs:subClassOf ?superClass.
?superClass rdfs:label ’Muscle of upper limb’.
}
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Synovial joint of free limb segment
FMA
RehabRobo-Onto
Ankle joint Elbow joint Knee joint Wrist joint
AnkleMovements
ElbowMovements
KneeMovements
WristMovements
related related related related
Figure 5.4: Hierarchy and integration of concepts for FMA2.
Figure 5.5: SWRL rules to answer FMA2.
}
“Muscle of upper limb” class in FMA has many subclasses that can be
mapped to joint movements in RehabRobo-Onto, such as “Muscle of fore-
arm” or “Muscle of shoulder” (Figure 5.8), with the rules shown in Figure 5.9.
The answer to FMA3, with the code snippet that presents the query to
Pellet for execution, is shown in Figure 5.10. The robots that do not target
forearm, shoulder, or hand movements are included in the answer.
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Figure 5.6: Defining a new concept with SWRL.
5.2 Integration with DO
The possible queries (DO1-DO3) that can be asked over DO andRehabRobo-
Onto are as follows. Under each query, additional information about the
concepts in DO, the rules in SWRL to integrate relevant concepts, SPARQL
representations of the queries, and the answers to the queries are presented.
Queries DO4-DO12 are presented in Appendix C.
DO1. What are the rehabilitation robots that can be used to treat
’shoulder impingement syndrome’ and that target the shoulder scapular ele-
vation/depression?
The following SPARQL query corresponds to DO1. With the implication
rule stating that the instances of shoulder movements are related to shoulder
impingement syndrome, we can obtain related concepts in DO using the
variable of the related movement and rdf:type predicate.
SELECT DISTINCT ?robotName
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Figure 5.7: Answer to FMA2.
WHERE {
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:has_Name ?robotName.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?doConcept.
?doConcept rdfs:label ’shoulder impingement syndrome’.
?robot rr:targets ?movement2.
?movement2 rdf:type rr:ShoulderScapularElevation/Depression.
}
“shoulder impingement syndrome” is a bone disease and can be mapped to
(possibly particular) shoulder movements (Figure 5.11) with the rule shown
in Figure 5.12.
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Muscle of upper limb
FMA
RehabRobo-Onto
Muscle of arm Muscle of forearm Muscle of hand
ForearmMovements
HandMovements
ShoulderMovements
related
Muscle of free upper limb Muscle of pectoral girdle
Muscle of shoulder Pectoral muscle
related related
Figure 5.8: Hierarchy and integration of concepts for FMA3.
Figure 5.9: SWRL rules to answer FMA3.
The answer to DO1, with the code snippet that presents the query to
Pellet for execution, is shown in Figure 5.13.
DO2. What are rehabilitation robots that can be used to treat some
’agnosia’?
SELECT DISTINCT ?robotName
WHERE {
?robot rr:has_Name ?robotName.
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?doConcept.
?doConcept rdfs:subClassOf ?superClass.
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Figure 5.10: Answer to FMA3.
?superClass rdfs:label ’agnosia’.
}
In FMA, “finger agnosia” is a subclass of “agnosia”, which can be mapped
to (possibly particular) finger movements inRehabRobo-Onto(Figure 5.14).
The rule that relates these concepts is shown in Figure 5.15.
The answer to DO2, with the code snippet that presents the query to
Pellet for execution, is shown in Figure 5.16. The answer includes the
robots that target some finger movements.
DO3. What are the rehabilitation robots that can be used to treat some
’spinal canal and spinal cord meningioma’ and that are target some lumbar
spline movements?
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Musculoskeletal system disease
FMA RehabRobo-Onto
Arthropathy
Shoulder impingement syndrome
related
ShoulderMovements
...
Figure 5.11: Hierarchy and integration of concepts for DO1.
Figure 5.12: SWRL rule to answer DO1.
SELECT DISTINCT ?robotName
WHERE {
?robot rr:has_Name ?robotName.
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?doConcept.
?doConcept rdfs:subClassOf ?superClass.
?superClass rdfs:label ’spinal canal and spinal cord meningioma’.
?robot rr:targets ?movement2.
?movement2 rdf:type rr:LumbarSplineMovements.
}
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Figure 5.13: Answer to DO1.
Subclasses of “spinal canal and spinal cord meningioma” include “lumbar
spinal canal and spinal cord meningioma”. It can be mapped to lumbar
spline movements of RehabRobo-Onto (Figure 5.17) with the rule shown
in Figure 5.18.
The answer to DO3, with the code snippet that presents the query to
Pellet for execution, is shown in Figure 5.19. Currently there is no such
robot in RehabRobo-Onto that can be used to treat spinal canal and
spinal cord meningioma, and that targets some lumbar spline movements.
Therefore, we do not get an answer.
5.3 On Extending RehabRobo-Query
By enabling interoperability of FMA and DO with RehabRobo-Onto by
means of a rule layer, it is possible to answer complex queries over multiple
ontologies, in the same way complex queries are answered in [20]. We rep-
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Specic development disorder
FMA RehabRobo-Onto
Agnosia
Finger agnosia
related
FingerMovements
...
JointMovements
Figure 5.14: Hierarchy and integration of concepts for DO2.
Figure 5.15: SWRL rule to answer DO2.
resent the rules in the rule layer, in the rule language Semantic Web Rules
Language (SWRL) [33]. Using SWRL, we can integrate relevant concepts
in the ontologies and perform reasoning tasks (e.g., query answering). DL
reasoners such as Pellet [67] and KAON2 [51] support reasoning over on-
tologies in OWL that include a rule layer.
Some of the queries are grammatically correct with respect toRehabRobo-
CNL, such as
“What are the body parts that can be affected by some forearm robots?”
or
“What are the diseases that require some rehabilitation robots that target
the elbow flexion/extension?”.
To enable such queries, extensions in the vocabulary are sufficient. We need
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Figure 5.16: Answer to DO2.
to provide “body part” and “disease” as types, “require” and “can affect” as
verbs. Additionally, enabling passive forms of the verbs solves our problem.
However, some queries are not covered by RehabRobo-CNL, such as
“What are the rehabilitation robots that do not affect any muscle of upper
limb?”.
Here, “muscle” and “upper limb” are different concepts. The keyword “of”
specifies the muscles that are subclasses of upper limb. RehabRobo-CNL
does not support such clauses.
In addition, the beginning of the query
“What types of spinal muscular atrophy can be treated using rehabilita-
tion robot X? ”
violates the grammar of RehabRobo-CNL. We need to add one more query
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Spinal cancer
FMA RehabRobo-Onto
Spinal canal and 
spinal cord meningioma
related
LumbarSplineMovements
JointMovements
Lumbar spinal canal and
spinal cord meningioma
Figure 5.17: Hierarchy and integration of concepts for DO3.
Figure 5.18: SWRL rule to answer DO3.
type for WhatQuery to answer this query.
While extending the grammar and the vocabulary, we can also extend
the user interface by providing templates for most common queries. Since
an extension in the grammar would increase the number of options in the
drop-down list, instead of forcing the users to construct a query from the
very beginning, providing templates may assist the users for constructing
new queries as well.
5.4 Integration of RehabRobo-Onto with Patient Data
Enabling integration with patient data allows answering queries about ther-
apies and related information, such as lesions. This paves the way for further
integration with the patient data and the existing ontologies (e.g., disease
ontology) presented in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.
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Figure 5.19: Answer to DO3.
We present a patient ontology (Figure 5.20), built by Sinan Yurtsever
(2010), which provides information about the patients, their lesions, and
how the therapy is done on a particular patient. It also provides a hierarchy
for movements similar to RehabRobo-Onto. The possible queries that can
be asked over this patient ontology and RehabRobo-Onto are as follows.
We can integrate the Movement concept in the patient ontology with the
JointMovements concept in RehabRobo-Onto. Movements in the patient
ontology also have subconcepts. These subconcepts are integrated with the
concepts in the JointMovements hierarchy in RehabRobo-Onto. With
the SWRL rules shown in Figure 5.21, it is possible to answer the following
queries.
P1. What are the rehabilitation robots that have been used for some
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IteratedMovement
Patient
hasIteration: positiveInteger
IndexedIteratedMovement
hasIndex: nonNegativeInteger
hasAge: positiveInteger
hasName: string
Movement
ROM: nonNegativeInteger [>=0, <=5]
assistance: short [>=-1, <=1]
speed: nonNegativeInteger [>=0, <=5]
Therapy
ClinicalOutcomeFG: nonNegativeInteger [>=0, <=66]
ClinicalOutcomeFIM: nonNegativeInteger [>=18, <=126]
RoboticROM: nonNegativeInteger [>=0, <=5]
RoboticStrength: nonNegativeInteger [>=0, <=5]
SetOfIIM
Lesion
lesionLocation: string
lesionSize: string
hasIteratedMovement
hasMovement
hasSetofIIM
isElement
treated
hasLesion
Figure 5.20: Patient ontology with main classes.
therapies with clinical outcome FIM ≥ 100?
SELECT DISTINCT ?robotName
WHERE {
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:has_Name ?robotName.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?movement2.
?movement2 rdf:type po:Movement.
?iteratedMov po:hasMovement ?movement2.
?indexedIteratedMov po:hasIteratedMovement ?iteratedMov.
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Figure 5.21: SWRL rules over patient ontology and RehabRobo-Onto.
?setOfIIM po:isElement ?indexedIteratedMov.
?therapy po:hasSetofIIM ?setOfIIM.
?therapy po:ClinicalOutcomeFIM ?value. FILTER(?value >= 100)
}
P2. What are the rehabilitation robots that have been used for some
therapies that treated some patients with age ≤ 15?
SELECT DISTINCT ?robotName
WHERE {
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:has_Name ?robotName.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?movement2.
?movement2 rdf:type po:Movement.
?iteratedMov po:hasMovement ?movement2.
?indexedIteratedMov po:hasIteratedMovement ?iteratedMov.
?setOfIIM po:isElement ?indexedIteratedMov.
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?therapy po:hasSetofIIM ?setOfIIM.
?therapy po:treated ?patient.
?patient po:hasAge ?value. FILTER(?value <= 15)
}
P3. What are the lesion locations of the patients that have been treated
with the rehabilitation robot ’AssistOn-SE’?
SELECT DISTINCT ?lesionLocation
WHERE {
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:has_Name ’AssistOn-SE’.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?movement2.
?movement2 rdf:type po:Movement.
?iteratedMov po:hasMovement ?movement2.
?indexedIteratedMov po:hasIteratedMovement ?iteratedMov.
?setOfIIM po:isElement ?indexedIteratedMov.
?therapy po:hasSetofIIM ?setOfIIM.
?therapy po:treated ?patient.
?patient po:hasLesion ?lesion.
?lesion po:lesionLocation ?lesionLocation.
}
P4. What are the therapies that have used some rehabilitation robots
with motion capability=’mobile’?
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SELECT DISTINCT ?therapy
WHERE {
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:has_Motion_Capability ’mobile’.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?movement2.
?movement2 rdf:type po:Movement.
?iteratedMov po:hasMovement ?movement2.
?indexedIteratedMov po:hasIteratedMovement ?iteratedMov.
?setOfIIM po:isElement ?indexedIteratedMov.
?therapy po:hasSetofIIM ?setOfIIM.
}
P5. What are the publications that reference some rehabilitation robots
that have been used for some therapies that treat some patients that have
lesion size=’small’?
SELECT DISTINCT ?publicationTitle
WHERE {
?publicationTitle rr:has_Title ?publication.
?publication rdf:type rr:References.
?robot rr:has_Reference ?publication.
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?movement2.
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?movement2 rdf:type po:Movement.
?iteratedMov po:hasMovement ?movement2.
?indexedIteratedMov po:hasIteratedMovement ?iteratedMov.
?setOfIIM po:isElement ?indexedIteratedMov.
?therapy po:hasSetofIIM ?setOfIIM.
?therapy po:treated ?patient.
?patient po:hasLesion ?lesion.
?lesion po:lesionSize ’small’.
}
P1 is grammatically correct with respect to RehabRobo-CNL. By pro-
viding “therapy” in types, “have been used for” in verbs and “clinical outcome”
in nouns that relate to therapies, it is possible to answer P1. Now consider
P3. In the patient ontology, lesions and patients are related to each other
with “hasLesion” relation, and lesions have a lesion location property. Not
only we query for the data properties of the lesion instances, but we also
relate lesions with patients using “of” keyword. Both of them violate the
grammar of RehabRobo-CNL. By providing a new query type (e.g., a new
WhatQuery) in RehabRobo-CNL, or by providing templates for queries
as such, we can overcome these queries which are not covered grammatically
or vocabulary-wise. Note that we use the verbs in present perfect tense since
we are asking about the therapies that have been and still being used for real
patients.
For CNL and user interface, the extensions that we propose here are very
similar to the extensions that we proposed in Section 5.3. The approaches
that we propose for integrating ontologies are also similar to them. By de-
termining the alignments between RehabRobo-Onto and the patient on-
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tology, we can provide background knowledge with some approaches, such
as rule-based integration. Moreover, by using the automated reasoners that
support these approaches, we can answer queries about the relevant parts of
these two ontologies.
The integration of RehabRobo-Onto and patient ontology is slightly
different from the integration with FMA and DO. It is actually easier due to
the semantic equivalence between the JointMovements concept inRehabRobo-
Onto and Movement concept in patient ontology. Moreover, their hierarchies
are almost equivalent. Therefore, it is possible to provide rules to integrate
these concepts.
Note that the sample queries directly ask about therapies that use robots.
However, in the patient ontology, movements and therapies are not directly
related; there are some other concepts between them such as iterated move-
ments or indexed iterated movements. Since therapies, patients and lesions
in the patient ontology are more important than these concepts, it is possible
to skip these concepts to provide simple natural language queries. We can
add an exceptional condition for patient ontology in our algorithm to make
the necessary connections in the SPARQL query. It is also possible to provide
further integrations, such as mapping of the lesions in the patient ontology
with the diseases in the disease ontology.
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6 Related Work
In this section, we discuss related work in two parts. First, we present the
ontologies that are designed and developed for the use of robots. Then, we
provide ontologies about robots. After discussing the most recent efforts
to standardize the terminology about rehabilitation robots, we conclude the
related publications for the first part. The second part involves ontology
systems and tools that support natural language queries over ontologies. We
present most recent research related to our work, and discuss the methods
used in these systems, compared to our system.
6.1 Ontologies and Robots
6.1.1 Ontologies for Robots
There are some ontologies maintaining information about objects or environ-
ments [14,37,55,68,75,77], developed for the use of robots.
Recent works having similar purposes include [39], which constructs an
ontology about the environment of a robot in a semi-automatic way. As their
system makes text analysis, they add the classified terms as ontology entities.
Another work in [9] propose a space ontology to model space with spatial
relations and to define interest zones for a robot.
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[42] introduce a system built on humanoid robot Nao, which utilizes a
Japanese Wikipedia Ontology as a dictionary for semantic grammar to make
it able to dialogue with the users on many topics. It also utilizes a Robot
Action Ontology to perform related actions to dialogue topics. To integrate
actions and dialogues, they align two ontologies. For that, they register
related keywords manually using rdfs:label property of RDF(S), editing the
keywords from Protégé.
Another recent work is [59], which proposes to use an ontology for the
contexts of the objects recognized by a robot. With this ontology, which
is made beforehand, the robots re-evaluate their regions of interest to send
minimum information to each other.
In [70], an ontology (in OWL) is introduced that serves as a knowledge
base about actions, objects and environments of the robots.
6.1.2 Ontologies about Robots
The related ontologies that are designed and developed for robots cover the
environment and objects around robots, and actions of robots. However,
there are only several works in the literature that have proposed ontologies
specifically about robots.
In particular, Amigoni and Neri [3] introduce two ontologies (in OWL):
one to store general concepts and properties/relations about the movement
capabilities of mobile robots (e.g., wheels and their properties) and the other
to describe the high level tasks that these robots can perform (e.g., move,
rotate). The idea is then to allocate tasks and/or assign roles to mobile
robots by means of querying these two ontologies using a description logics
reasoner.
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Schlenoff and Messina [62] introduce an ontology (in OWL) for urban
search and rescue robots. The ontology captures structural characteristics
(such as size), functional capabilities (such as locomotion capabilities) and
operational considerations (such as display type) of the robots with a goal of
assisting in the development and testing of search and rescue robot systems.
Juarez et al. [38] introduce a database (called RoboDB) for storing phys-
ical characteristics of robots; but also note that they plan to transform the
knowledge stored in RoboDB into an OWL ontology to benefit from this
“common” language of ontologies and related reasoners.
Nilsson et al. [52] propose to use an ontology (in OWL-S) for modeling
and design of robots. They introduce some possible properties (e.g., cost,
height, length, material, environment conditions) and classes (e.g., sensor,
connector, workpiece) and demonstrate them using Protégé.
6.1.3 Standardization of Rehabilitation Robots
There are some efforts to standardize the methodology for knowledge repre-
sentation in robotics and automation. For instance, a newly formed IEEE
RAS Ontologies and Automation (ORA) working group has recently pub-
lished a paper [61] including ideas for the ontology development process, in-
troducing their subgroups (upper ontology/methodology, autonomous robots,
service robots and industrial robots) and describing domains where the de-
veloped ontologies could be utilized.
Moreover, in [56], ORA working group specifies some elements which
will be represented in the ontologies that they plan to develop, such as path
planning, control, robotic platform, or sensor. As an ontology language, they
plan to use OWL and its variations.
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None of the existing and proposed robot ontologies have been designed
to target rehabilitation robots and, without further customization, they fail
to capture many important aspects of rehabilitation robots, including the
interoperability with the existing ontologies in physical medicine.
6.2 Ontology Systems that Support Natural Language
Queries
We now give an overview of the tools that support natural language queries
over ontologies. Development of natural language interfaces that provide
query answering over ontologies has been subject of research for many years.
For this reason, many systems [7,11,15,26,40,41,43,47,69,74,78] have been
developed that propose various approaches over some common challenges,
such as processing of the natural language input (balancing ambiguity and
expressiveness) and support for broad or narrow domains (portability).
The most recently developed systems includeBioQuery-ASP [21], which
is a software system that answers natural language queries over biomedical
databases and ontologies. It utilizes Answer Set Programming (ASP) [45]
to query such knowledge resources. It allows the users to enter queries in
a controlled natural language from its user interface, and then answers the
queries by transforming the query in a controlled natural language into an
ASP program. To enable interoperability over multiple biomedical ontologies
and databases, it integrates ontologies via a rule layer in ASP. To answer
queries, it utilizes ASP solvers such as clasp [27] and clasp-nk, and it also
provides explanations to the queries.
Ferrández et al. [25] introduce QACID, which covers a movie ontology.
The idea is to train the system using many queries and keep the resulting
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set of clusters (mostly asked questions) in a database. Then, manually, each
query type is associated with a SPARQL query. Finally, the queries are
answered by a query engine that is implemented in QACID and proposed as
a new entailment-based engine.
FREyA [18] is developed by the creators of and as a development upon
QuestIO [69]. In order to support natural language queries, it uses Stanford
Parser [19] to generate a parse tree. Then, using GATE libraries [16], it tries
to find some ontology concepts that can be mapped to the query terms. Then,
it generates a SPARQL query and executes the query using the inference
engine in BigOWLIM, that supports SPARQL, on the top of Sesame. It
relies on clarification dialogues with users in the cases of ambiguity or in the
cases where the system cannot find an answer to a query. Over time, the
system learns to ask the correct questions to the users by placing correct
suggestions on top of similar queries. The system is tested on one dataset,
and it is stated that FREyA failed to answer some questions (e.g., queries
including negation) correctly. These questions could not be mapped to a
SPARQL query in spite of clarification dialogues and learning mechanism.
Lopez et al. [46] introduce PowerAqua, which is evolved from Aqua-
Log [47]. It provides natural language querying over multiple ontologies;
thus, supports high scalability and portability. It uses GATE libraries and
WordNet [23] to process natural language queries. It transforms the queries
to triples and answers them with its own query engine. To limit the search
space, it uses filtering and ranking heuristics. Since it does not contain any
linguistic knowledge in the background, it has a limited linguistic coverage.
It is good at answering simple questions yet it fails on questions that contain
comparisons and quantifiers.
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Valencia-García et al. [73] introduce OWLPath, which gets user queries
in a controlled natural language, transforms it into a SPARQL query and ex-
ecutes the query over an ontology via Jena framework and using the DL rea-
soner Pellet. The statements in its CNL start with “View any...” and follow
English grammar. However, they are not full and valid English sentences. Al-
though it is stated that OWLPath provides a Web interface through AJAX,
it is not available online. For each condition in the query, OWLPath adds a
FILTER statement in the SPARQL query. Therefore, the transformation of
the query into SPARQL is not, in fact, a transformation to triples but a set
of FILTER statements. Evaluations are done on ontologies in OWL DL.
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7 Conclusion
In this thesis, we presented the first formal rehabilitation robotics ontol-
ogy, called RehabRobo-Onto, to represent information about rehabilita-
tion robots; and a software system RehabRobo-Query to facilitate ac-
cess to this ontology. We have made RehabRobo-Query available on the
cloud, utilizing Amazon EC2 Web services, so that rehabilitation robot de-
signers around the world can add/modify information about their robots in
RehabRobo-Onto, and rehabilitation robot designers and physical medicine
experts around the world can access the knowledge in RehabRobo-Onto
by means of questions about robots, in natural language, with the guide of
the intelligent user-interface of RehabRobo-Query. The users do not have
to know about the underlying logical formalism of the ontology or the for-
malism to represent queries; they do not have to know about the use of the
technologies for computing answers to their questions.
By means of such queries over RehabRobo-Onto, right rehabilitation
robots for a particular patient or a physical therapy can be found or designed;
this further paves the way for translational physical medicine (from bench-
to-bed and back) and personalized physical medicine. RehabRobo-Query
aids exchange of information across rehabilitation robots researchers over the
world, and thus to improve the state-of-the-art; it allows to identify “gaps”
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in functionality of rehabilitation robots, that can further improve research
efforts. Furthermore, having a structured formal representation of knowledge
about rehabilitation robots, allows answering complex queries that requires
integration with other knowledge resources (e.g., patient databases, disease
ontologies).
The importance of designing and developing ontologies for robotics is em-
phasized by IEEE-RAS Ontologies for Robotics and Automation Working
Group12. The group has initiated the design and development of ontolo-
gies for several sorts of robots (e.g., mobile robots, urban search and rescue
robots). However, none of the existing robot ontologies have been designed to
target rehabilitation robots and, without further customization, they fail to
capture many important aspects of rehabilitation robots, including the inter-
operability with the existing ontologies in physical medicine. Furthermore,
none of them is open-source where the researchers are allowed to contribute
and access. In that sense, our work contributes to efforts towards designing
and developing robotics ontologies.
For many years, there has been an ongoing effort to develop an expressive
and portable natural language interface to query over ontologies. Therefore,
many tools have been developed that cover some aspects of this challenge.
However, the existing tools fail to answer complex questions, such as the ques-
tions that include quantifiers or negation. Moreover, most of them are not
available online to evaluate. In this regard, the grammar of RehabRobo-
CNL supports queries with negation and quantifiers, as well as conjunctions
and disjunctions. Our natural language query answering system is available
online for evaluation.
12http://www.ieee-ras.org/industrial/standards.html
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We presented possible extensions for interoperability of RehabRobo-
Onto. As future work, integration of RehabRobo-Onto with existing
anatomy, disease and patient ontologies can be achieved by providing a rule
layer between these ontologies and RehabRobo-Onto, for integration of
the related concepts. In addition, some extensions in the grammar, the
algorithms and the user interface are needed to be able to answer complex
queries about therapies, diseases and anatomy. Providing templates for most
common queries may be interesting as well.
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Appendix
A Transformations of Sample Queries
Every SPARQL query in RehabRobo-Query starts with the prefixes:
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
PREFIX rr: <http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/2012/RehabOnto.owl#>
Prefix part is removed from the examples in this chapter for simplicity.
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Q1. What are the robots that target some wrist movements with
actuation=’series elastic’?
Q1 in Query Description Tree:
root-node
that-node
with-node
“What are the robots”
“that target some wrist movements”
“with actuation = ’series elastic’ ”
Q1 in Description Logics (DL):
Robot u ∃target.(WristMovement u ∃actuation.{series elastic})
Q1 in SPARQL:
SELECT DISTINCT ?name
WHERE {
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot1 rr:has_Name ?name.
?robot1 rr:targets ?movement1.
?movement1 rdf:type rr:WristMovements.
?movement1 rr:has_Actuation ’series elastic’.
}
Answer to Q1:
• AssistOn-Mobile
Figure A.1: Transformation for Q1
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Q2. What are the effort metrics that are evaluated by some robots with
active degree of freedom ≥ 2?
Q2 in Query Description Tree:
root-node
that-node
with-node
“What are the eort metrics”
“that are evaluated by some robots”
“with active degree of freedom>=2”
Q2 in Description Logics (DL):
EffortMetric u ∃evaluate−.(Robot u ∃activeDOF ≥2)
Q2 in SPARQL:
SELECT DISTINCT ?leafClass
WHERE {
?effortmetric1 rdf:type ?leafClass.
?leafClass rdfs:subClassOf rr:EffortAssessment.
FILTER NOT EXISTS {?cl rdfs:subClassOf ?leafClass.
FILTER(?cl != owl:Nothing)}
?robot1 rr:hasAssessment ?effortmetric2.
?effortmetric2 rdf:type ?leafClass.
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot1 rr:has_Active_DOF ?val1. FILTER(?val1>=(2))
}
Answer to Q2:
• Time To Initiate Movement
• Amount Of Compensation
• Biomechanical Work Energy Power
• Movement Independent Mechanical Effort
• Pain Induced By Movement
• Amount Of Assistance
Figure A.2: Transformation for Q2
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Q3. What are the movement quality metrics that are evaluated by all
robots with motion capability = ’grounded’ ?
Q3 in Query Description Tree:
root-node
that-node
with-node
“What are the movement quality metrics”
“that are evaluated by all robots”
“with motion capability = ‘grounded’ ”
Q3 in Description Logics (DL):
MovementQualityMetric u
∀evaluate−.(Robot u ∃motionCapability.{grounded})
Q3 in SPARQL:
SELECT DISTINCT ?leafClass
WHERE {
?movementqualitymetric1 rdf:type ?leafClass.
?leafClass rdfs:subClassOf rr:MovementQualityAssessment.
FILTER NOT EXISTS {?cl rdfs:subClassOf ?leafClass.
FILTER(?cl != owl:Nothing)}
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?robot1 rr:hasAssessment ?movementqualitymetric2.
?movementqualitymetric2 rdf:type ?leafClass.
}
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot1 rr:has_Motion_Capability ’grounded’.
}
}
Answer to Q3:
• Visuomotor Coordination
• Combined Task Coordination
• Single Joint Coordination
• Bimanual Coordination
• Compensation
• Interlimb Coordination
Figure A.3: Transformation for Q3
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Q4. What are the users with institution=’Sabanci University’ and that
own/maintain the robot ’AssistOn-Wrist’?
Q4 in Query Description Tree:
root-node
with-node
“What are the users”
“with institution = ’Sabancı University’ ” “that own/maintain the robot ‘AssistOn-Wrist’ “
and-node
that-node
Q4 in Description Logics (DL):
User u (∃institution.{Sabanci University}u
∃own.(Robot u ∃name.{AssistOn− Wrist}))
Q4 in SPARQL:
SELECT DISTINCT ?name
WHERE {
?user1 rdf:type rr:Owners.
?user1 rr:has_User_Name ?name.
?user1 rr:has_Institution ’Sabanci University’.
?robot1 rr:ownedBy ?user1.
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot1 rr:has_Name ’AssistOn-Wrist’.
}
Answer to Q4:
• RehabRobo Onto
Figure A.4: Transformation for Q4
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Q5. What are the publications with clinical study and that do not
reference any robots with active degree of freedom ≤ 1?
Q5 in Query Description Tree:
root-node
with-node
“What are the publications”
“with clinical study”
“that do not reference 
 any robots”
and-node
that-node
with-node
“with active degree of freedom<=1”
Q5 in Description Logics (DL):
Publication u ∃clinicalStudy.{′true′^^xsd : boolean}u
¬∃reference.(Robot u ∃activeDOF ≤1)
Q5 in SPARQL:
SELECT DISTINCT ?name
WHERE {
?publication1 rdf:type rr:References.
?publication1 rr:has_Title ?name.
?publication1 rr:has_Clinical_Study ’true’^^xsd:boolean.
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?robot1 rr:hasReference ?publication1.
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot1 rr:has_Active_DOF ?val1. FILTER(?val1<=(1))
}
}
Answer to Q5: No answer
Figure A.5: Transformation for Q5
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Q6. What are the movements that are targeted by some robots with
(some intervention time or with all targeted disorders)?
Q6 in Query Description Tree:
root-node
with-node
“What are the movements”
“that are targeted by some robots”
“with some intervention time” “with all targeted disorders”
or-node
with-node
that-node
Q6 in Description Logics (DL):
Movement u ∃target−.(Robotu
(∃interventionTime.(xsd : string)unionsq
∀targetedDisorder.(xsd : string)))
Q6 in SPARQL:
SELECT DISTINCT ?leafClass
WHERE {
?movement1 rdf:type ?leafClass.
?leafClass rdfs:subClassOf rr:JointMovements.
FILTER NOT EXISTS {?cl rdfs:subClassOf ?leafClass.
FILTER(?cl != owl:Nothing)}
FILTER NOT EXISTS{?movement1 rr:has_Actuation ’hydrolic’.}
FILTER NOT EXISTS{?movement1 rr:has_Actuation
’pneumatic’.}
FILTER NOT EXISTS{?movement1 rr:has_Actuation ’other’.}
?robot1 rr:targets ?movement1.
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
{?robot1 has_Intervention_Time ?val1.} UNION
{?robot1 has_Targeted_Disorder ’stroke’.
?robot1 has_Targeted_Disorder ’spineCordInjury’.}
}
Answer to Q6:
• Index Finger DIPFlexion/Extension
• Shoulder Scapular Elevation/Depression
• Wrist Flexion/Extension
...
Figure A.6: Transformation for Q6
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Q7. What are the publications without clinical study or that reference
some robots that do not evaluate any movement quality metrics?
Q7 in Query Description Tree:
root-node
with-node
“What are the publications”
“without clinical study”
“that reference some robots”
or-node
that-node
that-node
“that do not evaluate any
movement quality metrics”
Q7 in Description Logics (DL):
Publication u (∃clinicalStudy.{′false′^^xsd : boolean}unionsq
∃reference.(Robot u ¬∃evaluate.MovementQualityMetric))
Q7 in SPARQL:
SELECT DISTINCT ?name
WHERE {
?publication1 rdf:type rr:References.
?publication1 rr:has_Title ?name.
{FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?publication1 rr:has_Clinical_Study ’true’8sd:boolean.
}} UNION
{?robot1 rr:hasReference ?publication1.
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?robot1 rr:hasAssessment ?metric1.
?metric1 rdf:type rr:MovementQualityAssessment.
}}
}
Answer to Q7:
• Kinematics and design of AssistOn-SE: A self-adjusting shoulder-
elbow exoskeleton
• A Self-Adjusting Knee Exoskeleton for Robot-Assisted Treatment
of Knee Injuries
• Brain Computer Interface based Robotic Rehabilitation with On-
line Modification of Task Speed
...
Figure A.7: Transformation for Q7
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Q8. What are the robots that target the shoulder horizontal abduc-
tion/adduction with range of motion type=’active’ or that target the
elbow flexion/extension with transmission={belt drive, cable drive}?
Q8 in Query Description Tree:
root-node
with-node
“What are the robots”
“with range of motion type = ’active’ “
“that target the elbow
exion/extension”
or-node
that-nodethat-node
with-node
“with transmission = {belt drive, cable drive}”
“that target the shoulder
horizontal abduction/adduction”
Q8 in Description Logics (DL):
Robot u (∃target.(ShoulderHorizontalAbduction/Adduction u
∃ROMType.{active})unionsq
∃target.(ElbowFlexion/Extension u
∃transmission.{belt drive} u
∃transmission.{cable drive}))
Q8 in SPARQL:
SELECT DISTINCT ?name
WHERE {
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot1 rr:has_Name ?name.
{?robot1 rr:targets ?movement1.
?movement1 rdf:type rr:ShoulderHorizontalAbduction/
Adduction.
?movement1 rr:has_ROM_Type ’active’. } UNION
?movement2 rdf:type rr:ElbowFlexion/Extension.
?movement2 rr:has_Transmission ’belt drive’.
?movement2 rr:has_Transmission ’cable drive’.}
}
Answer to Q8:
• AssistOn-Mobile
• AssistOn-Arm
Figure A.8: Transformation for Q8
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Q9. What are the robots that target all foot movements and (with tar-
geted population=’pediatric’ or with control modes={active, assistive})?
Q9 in Query Description Tree:
root-node “What are the robots”
and-node
that-node
with-node
“with targeted population = ‘pediatric’ ”
with-node
“with control modes = {active,assistive}”
“that target all foot movements”
or-node
Q9 in Description Logics (DL):
Robot u ∀target.FootMovementu
(∃targetedPopulation.{pediatric} unionsq (∃controlModes.{active}u
∃controlModes.{assistive}))
Q9 in SPARQL:
SELECT DISTINCT ?name
WHERE {
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot1 rr:has_Name ?name.
{?robot1 rr:targets ?movement1.
?movement1 rdf:type rr:FootInterphalangealJointsOfToe
Flexion/Extension.
?robot1 rr:targets ?movement2.
?movement2 rdf:type rr:FootMetatarsophalangealJoints
Flexion/Extension.
{?robot1 rr:has_Targeted_Population ’pediatric’.} UNION
{?robot1 rr:has_Control_Modes ’active’.
?robot1 rr:has_Control_Modes ’assistive’.}
}
Answer to Q9: No answer
Figure A.9: Transformation for Q9
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Q10. What are the publications with place of publication ’ICORR’ and
that reference some robots that are owned/maintained by some users
with institution ’Sabanci University’ ?
Q10 in Query Description Tree:
root-node “What are the publications”
and-node
with-node
“with place of publication ‘ICORR’ ”
that-node
that-node
with-node
“that reference some robots”
“that are owned/maintained
by some users”
“with institution ‘Sabancı University’ ”
Q10 in Description Logics (DL):
Publication u ∃placeOfPublication.{ICORR}u
∃reference.(Robot u
∃own−.(User u ∃institution.{Sabanci University}))
Q10 in SPARQL:
SELECT DISTINCT ?name
WHERE {
?publication1 rdf:type rr:References.
?publication1 rr:has_Title ?name.
?publication1 rr:has_PublishedAt ’ICORR’.
?robot1 rr:hasReference ?publication1.
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot1 rr:ownedBy ?user1.
?user1 rdf:type rr:Owners.
?user1 rr:has_Institution ’Sabanci University’.
}
Answer to Q10:
• Brain Computer Interface based Robotic Rehabilitation with On-
line Modification of Task Speed
• Design of a reconfigurable ankle rehabilitation robot and its use for
the estimation of the ankle impedance
• Passive Velocity Field Control of a Forearm-Wrist Rehabilitation
Robot
Figure A.10: Transformation for Q10
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Q11. What are the robots with no targeted disorder or (with interven-
tion time!=’chronic’ and with motion capability=’grounded’) or with no
disorder level?
Q11 in Query Description Tree:
root-node “What are the robots”
or-node
and-nodewith-node
“with no targeted disorder”
with-node
“with no disorder level”
with-node
“with intervention time != ‘chronic’ ”
with-node
“with motion capability = ‘grounded’ ”
Q11 in Description Logics (DL):
Robot u (¬∃targetedDisorder.(xsd : string)unionsq
(¬∃interventionTime.{chronic} u ∃motionCapability.{grounded})unionsq
¬∃disorderLevel.(xsd : string))
Q11 in SPARQL:
SELECT DISTINCT ?name
WHERE {
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot1 rr:has_Name ?name.
{FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?robot1 rr:has_Targeted_Disorder ?val1.
}} UNION
{FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?robot1 rr:has_Intervention_Time ’chronic’.
}
?robot1 rr:has_Motion_Capability ’grounded’.
} UNION
{FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?robot1 rr:has_Disorder_Level ?val2.
}}
}
Answer to Q11: No answer
Figure A.11: Transformation for Q11
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Q12. What are the robots with interaction type = ’exoskeleton’ and
that target some finger movements ( with actuation = ’electrical’ or with
actuation = ’hydrolic’ or with actuation = ’series elastic’ ) ?
Q12 in Query Description Tree:
root-node “What are the robots”
and-node
with-node
“with interaction type = ‘exoskeleton’ ”
that-node
or-node
with-node
“that target some 
nger movements”
“with actuation = ‘hydrolic’ ”
with-node
“with actuation = ‘electrical’ ”
with-node
“with actuation = ‘series elastic’ ”
Q12 in Description Logics (DL):
Robot u ∃interactionType.{exoskeleton}u
∃target.(FingerMovement u (∃actuation.{electrical} unionsq
∃actuation.{hydrolic} unionsq
∃actuation.{series elastic}))
Q12 in SPARQL:
SELECT DISTINCT ?name
WHERE {
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot1 rr:has_Name ?name.
?robot1 rr:has_Interaction_Type ’exoskeleton’.
?robot1 rr:targets ?movement1.
?movement1 rdf:type rr:FingerMovements.
{ ?movement1 rr:has_Actuation ’electrical’. } UNION
{ ?movement1 rr:has_Actuation ’hydrolic’. } UNION
{ ?movement1 rr:has_Actuation ’series elastic’. }
}
Answer to Q12: No answer
Figure A.12: Transformation for Q12
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B Example Queries over FMA and RehabRobo-
Onto
FMA4. What are the publications that reference some rehabilitation robots
that can affect palmaris brevis?
SELECT DISTINCT ?publicationTitle
WHERE {
?publicationTitle rr:has_Title ?publication.
?publication rdf:type rr:References.
?robot rr:has_Reference ?publication.
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?fmaConcept.
?fmaConcept rdfs:label ’palmaris brevis’.
}
In FMA, palmaris brevis is a muscle of hand. The answer to this query
includes the publications that reference the robots that target some hand
movements. We can also specify the hand movements that may affect this
muscle. However, since there is one movement of hand in RehabRobo-
Onto, we match hand movements to some muscles of hand directly.
FMA5. What are the muscles that can be affected by some shoulder
robots?
SELECT DISTINCT ?bodyPartLabel
WHERE {
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?robot rdf:type rr:ShoulderRobots.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?fmaConcept.
?movement rdfs:label ?bodyPartLabel.
?movement rdfs:subClassOf ?superClass.
?superClass rdfs:label ’Muscle of shoulder’.
}
FMA includes the sets of all extrinsic and intrinsic muscles of the shoulder.
Particular shoulder movements can be mapped to particular muscles.
FMA6. What are the users that own/maintain some rehabilitation
robots that can affect interphalangeal joint?
SELECT DISTINCT ?userName
WHERE {
?userName rr:has_User_Name ?user.
?user rdf:type Owners.
?robot rr:ownedBy ?user.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?fmaConcept.
?fmaConcept rdfs:subClassOf ?superConcept.
?superConcept rdfs:label ’Interphalangeal Joint’.
}
“Interphalangeal joint” has subclasses such as “Interphalangeal joint of
finger” and “Interphalangeal joint of toe” in FMA. Further subclasses of
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“Interphalangeal joint of finger” include distal/proximal joints of left/right
index/little/middle/ring fingers and thumb. They can be mapped to the
particular finger movements in RehabRobo-Onto.
FMA7. What are the rehabilitation robots that can affect some muscles
of lower limb that attach to ’Greater trochanter’?
SELECT DISTINCT ?robotName
WHERE {
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:has_Name ?robotName.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?fmaConcept.
?fmaConcept rdfs:subClassOf ?superClass.
?superClass rdfs:label ’Muscle of lower limb’.
?fmaConcept fma:attaches_to ?attachedBodyPart.
?attachedBodyPart rdfs:label ’Greater trochanter’.
}
In FMA, subclasses of “muscle of pelvic girdle” such as “Piriformis” or
“Gluteus minimus” attach to “Greater trochanter”. We can get this informa-
tion by matching robots that target pelvic girdle movements to the (possibly
particular) muscles of pelvic girdle.
FMA8. What are the rehabilitation robots that can affect some body
parts that contains some sacro-iliac joint?
SELECT DISTINCT ?robotName
WHERE {
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?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:has_Name ?robotName.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?fmaConcept.
?bodyPart fma:part_of ?fmaConcept.
?bodyPart rdfs:label ’Sacro-iliac joint’.
}
In FMA, “left sacro-iliac joint” and “right sacro-iliac joint” (subclasses of
“sacro-iliac joint”) are parts of “Left side of bony pelvis” and “Right side of
bony pelvis”, respectively. We use “contains” for the inverse of “part of”.
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C Example Queries over DO and RehabRobo-
Onto
DO4. What are the rehabilitation robots that can be used to treat ’cere-
brovascular accident’?
SELECT DISTINCT ?robotName
WHERE {
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:has_Name ?robotName.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?doConcept.
?doConcept rdfs:label ’cerebrovascular accident’.
}
In FMA, “cerebrovascular accident” is used as a synonym of “stroke”.
Some particular movements in RehabRobo-Onto can be matched to this
class.
DO5. What are the diseases that can be treated using some rehabilitation
robots that target the shoulder scapular elevation/depression?
SELECT DISTINCT ?diseaseLabel
WHERE {
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:ShoulderScapularElevation/Depression.
?robot rr:targets ?movement2.
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?movement2 rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement2 rdf:type ?doConcept.
?doConcept rdfs:label ?diseaseLabel.
}
DO6. What are the rehabilitation robots that can be used to treat ’frozen
shoulder’?
SELECT DISTINCT ?robotName
WHERE {
?robot1 rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:has_Name ?robotName.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?doConcept.
?doConcept rdfs:label ’Frozen Shoulder’.
}
“Frozen shoulder” concept in DO can be mapped to particular shoulder
movements in RehabRobo-Onto.
DO7. What are the muscular dystrophies that may be treated using
rehabilitation robot X?
SELECT DISTINCT ?diseaseLabel
WHERE {
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:has_Name ’X’.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
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?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?doConcept.
?doConcept rdfs:label ?diseaseLabel.
?doConcept rdfs:subClassOf ?superClass.
?superClass rdfs:label ’Muscular Dystrophy’.
}
In DO, “Muscular Dystrophy” has some subclasses that can be mapped
to RehabRobo-Onto movements, such as “Distal Muscular Dystrophy”
or “Limb-Girdle Muscular Dystrophy”. They can be mapped to distal joint
movements or pelvic girdle movements in RehabRobo-Onto, respectively.
DO8. What are publications that reference some rehabilitation robots
that can be used to treat ’hip enthesopathy’?
SELECT DISTINCT ?publicationTitle
WHERE {
?publicationTitle rr:has_Title ?publication.
?publication rdf:type rr:References.
?robot rr:has_Reference ?publication.
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?doConcept.
?doConcept rdfs:label ’hip enthesopathy’.
}
DO9. What are the diseases that can be treated using some rehabilitation
robots that target the wrist flexion/extension?
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SELECT DISTINCT ?diseaseLabel
WHERE {
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:WristFlexion/Extension.
?movement rdf:type ?doConcept.
?doConcept rdfs:label ?diseaseLabel.
}
DO10. What are the rehabilitation robots that have pediatric targeted
population and that can be used to treat spastic hemiplegia?
SELECT DISTINCT ?robotName
WHERE {
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:has_Name ?robotName.
?robot rr:has_Targeted_Population ’pediatric’.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?doConcept.
?doConcept rdfs:label ’spastic hemiplegia’.
}
In DO, “spastic hemiplegia” is a subclass of “spastic cerebral palsy”, which
is the subclass of “cerebral palsy”, under brain diseases. They can be mapped
to particular movements in RehabRobo-Onto.
DO11. What types of spinal muscular atrophy can be treated using
rehabilitation robot X?
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SELECT DISTINCT ?diseaseLabel
WHERE {
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:has_Name ’X’.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?doConcept.
?doConcept rdfs:label ?diseaseLabel.
?doConcept rdfs:subClassOf ?superClass.
?superClass rdfs:label ’Spinal Muscular Atrophy’.
}
DO12. What are the publications that reference some rehabilitation
robots that can be used to treat nervous system diseases?
SELECT DISTINCT ?publicationTitle
WHERE {
?publicationTitle rr:has_Title ?publication.
?publication rdf:type rr:References.
?robot rr:has_Reference ?publication.
?robot rdf:type rr:RehabRobots.
?robot rr:targets ?movement.
?movement rdf:type rr:JointMovements.
?movement rdf:type ?doConcept.
?doConcept rdfs:label ’nervous system disease’.
}
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In DO, “nervous system disease” has subclasses such as “spinal cord dis-
ease”, “cerebral palsy”. They have further subclasses and they can be mapped
to particular movements in RehabRobo-Onto.
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